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ABSTRACT 

The performance of modern VLSI systems is limited by signal transmission 

characteristics of electrical interconnections. Free-space optical interconnects have 

been suggested as a method to solve these problems. In this work, holographic 

optical elements (HOEs) for use as free-space interconnects and optical receivers 

compatible with CMOS systems are investigated. 

First, the switching characteristics of two basic CMOS receivers without a 

gain stage are investigated. A simple low-impedance load configuration for high

speed operation is introduced which requires only one photo detector to receive 

optical signals, and one transistor to provide a desired bias. The optimization and 

various operating characteristics of this receiver are discussed in detail. SPICE 

simulations and experimental results using discrete components demonstrate that 

this receiver can operate at high-frequencies with reasonable optical input power. 

However, the system fan-out is limited by the available optical power. In order to 

improve system fan-out, the basic low-impedance load CMOS receiver is extended 

with a simple gain stage without significantly increasing the complexity of the 

receivers. Addition of the gain stage is shown to improve fan-out by one order of 

magnitude at a fixed operating frequency. 

Free-space interconnects using HOEs have many advantages such as combin

ing several optical functions into a single thin film element. However, the realization 
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of these unique features is limited by image degradation effects due to misalignment 

and wavelength variations of the light source. Substrate-mode holograms (SMHs) 

are used to minimize these image degradation effects. Methods for recording SMHs 

in dichromated gelatin (DCG) are described. Techniques for fabricating SMHs and 

controlling the angular bandwidth are presented. Experimental results for different 

combinations of nCG SMHs show that these high-performance elements can func

tion as free-space optical interconnects. In addition, highly polarization-selective 

substrate-mode holograms were investigated and fabricated. A demonstration of 

beam switching using polarization selective and non-selective elements with an 

electro-optic halfwave plate is also given. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In modern VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) systems, submicron devices 

can be made which have very fast switching characteristics. For example, a switch

ing response time of 36 ps was recently achieved for a 0.22 J..lm CMOS process [1), 

[2). However, even with these improvements the perfonnance of the overall system 

is still limited by signal transmission characteristics of electrical interconnections 

between devices on a chip [3)-[5], and between two or more chips [6]. For example, 

the propagation delay for a WSi2 interconnection line with a width of 0.5 J..lm and 

a length of 1 mm is about 4 ns [5). In addition, many problems such as crosstalk 

between lines, skin effect for line conductance, and impedance mismatching effect 

become significant when the system is operated at high frequencies (",GHz). As the 

density and length of the connections increase, difficulties associated with fabricat

ing a large number of isolated lines on a common substrate also increase [7]. Many 

different methods of implementing optical interconnects have been suggested to im

prove the performance of VLSI systems [7]-[33]. Replacing certain critical electrical 

transmission lines with optical signal paths results in the following advantages: (1) 

fewer layers of metallization and polysilicon on the chip; (2) minimization of clock 

skew due to media bandwidth limitations; (3) faster point-to-point communication; 
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(4) reducing the number of electrical pins per chip; (5) direct access to locations 

away from the perimeter of the chip; (6) access to critical signal injection points 

for testing [25]. 

One area of the considerable interest is the application of optical intercon

nects to CMOS system. A number of researchers have investigated this application 

and realized some prototype of interconnects [16], [19], [21], [24], [25], [30], [32]. 

However, the operation speed of these systems was low [24], [25], [30], which was 

attributed to the slow response of receivers. To maintain the reliabilty of a system, 

an important consideration for optical interconnects is to minimize optical receiver 

complexity. In Chapter 2, the switching characteristics of two basic CMOS optical 

receivers without a gain stage, saturation load and low-impedance load configura

tions, are investigated. These receivers require only one photodetector to receive 

optical signals and one transistor to provide a desired bias. The results shows 

that the low-impedance load configuration improves switching speed by one order 

of magnitude compared with the saturation load configuration used by other re

searchers. A method for optimization and the various operating characteristics of 

this receiver are discussed in detail. SPICE simulations for design examples and 

experimental results using discrete components are then given. The results demon

strate that a low-impedance load CMOS receiver can operate at high-frequencies 

with reasonable optical input power, and is suitable for optical interconnect ap

plications in computing systems. Nevertheless, the available fan-out of the overall 
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system at a specific operating frequency for these receivers without a gain stage is 

iimited by ';he optical output power of the light source and the optical efficiency of 

the interconnect system. 

In order to improve the fan-out of an optical interconnect system, an electri

cal gain stage is required. Optical receivers designed for fiber optics communication 

are not suitable for optical interconnect applications. These receivers are designed 

for receiving low power optical signals (-28 dBm ~ 1.6 JlW) after long distance 

transmission through fiber [34]. Therefore, these receivers require more than 20 

devices to achieve a very high gain (22 dB ~ 160) and the complexity cannot be 

reduced. For optical interconnect applications, minimizing the receiver complexity 

is also an important consideration. In Chapter 3 the basic low-impedance load 

CMOS receiver is extended with a simple gain stage. This gain stage consists of a 

few elements without significantly increasing the complexity of the circuit. Addi

tion of the gain stage is shown to improve fan-out by one order of magnitude at a 

fixed operating frequency. 

Free-space optical interconnects have been investigated by many researchers 

[13], [14], [16], [19], [24], [25], [30], [31], [35]. Free-space interconnects using holo

graphic optical elements (HOEs) have many advantages such as combining sev

eral optical functions like beam splitting and multiple focusing into a single thin 

film element [13], [25], [44]. However, the realization of these unique features 
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is limited by image degradation effects due to system misalignment and wave

length variations of the light source. In Chapter 4 substrate-mode type holograms 

are investigated. These holograms diffracted an incident beam into a dielectric 

substrate at an angle exceeding the critical angle of the dielectric substrate and 

separates the functions of beam translation and imaging. These elements incor

porate features of on-axis imaging, short focal length, and grating pair structures 

which help to minimize image degradation. These improvements reduce the re

quired photo detector size and improve the overall system performance. Methods 

for designing and fabricating these elements at wavelengths different from the re

construction wavelength, and with material thickness changes during processing are 

presented. A technique to increase the angular bandwidth of the efficiency char

acteristic for these elements is also presented. Experimental results for different 

combinations of nCG substrate-mode holograms are then given. Board-to-board 

two-way communications using these elements are demonstrated. The results show 

that high-performance substrate-mode holograms can be made and these elements 

can function as free-space optical interconnects. 

A number of different parameters of gratings can change the polarization 

state of a reconstruction beam. In Chapter 5, the polarization-dependent diffrac

tion efficiency of a grating is studied. Highly polarization-selective substrate-mode 

holograms are then investigated and fabricated. A demonstration of beam swith

ing using polarization selective and non-selective clements with an electro-optic 
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halfwave plate is given. Finally, conclusions for this study and recommendations 

for future work are presented in Chapter 6. 

---------------- ... _------_.-------_ .. - -"--"'-



CHAPTER 2 

OPTIMAL DESIGN OF A SIMPLE INTEGRATED 

CMOS OPTICAL RECEIVER 

20 

Since optical interconnect was suggested 88 a method to improve the per

formance of VLSI systems, many researchers have investigated its application in 

CMOS systems [16], [19], [21], [24], [25], [30], [32]. Bergman, et aI., started to use 

a simple receiver with a saturation pMOS load to implement optical interconnects 

in a CMOS VLSI system [19], [24], [25]. However, the long switching fall time 

of this receiver significantly limited the operation speed of the system. Although 

the simulation evaluation for this receiver was reported and two other different 

receivers with two more devices were also presented by Wu, et a1. [30], the detailed 

analysis of transient characteristics of these receivers were not discussed and the 

long-tail problem of the switching waveform was still not efficiently improved. One 

of these two receivers still gave a long switching fall time, and the other gave a 

smaller output logic swing and consumed more power. Improvements were pre

sented by Chou, et al. [32]. However, a detailed analysis and optimization of this 

receiver design were still not discussed. As will be shown optimization is necessary 

to achieve high-speed operation. 
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An important practical consideration for optical interconnects is to minimize 

optical receiver complexity for a given set of performance characteristics. In this 

chapter, we first discuss the basic integrated CMOS optical receiver, and then the 

optimization of this receiver for two different configurations: a saturation load and 

a low-impedance load. In the following section, transient characteristics of these 

configurations are analyzed and compared in detail. The low-impedance configura

tion is presented for high-speed optical interconnect applications and an optimized 

design is proposed. Analytical results and SPICE simulations for typical examples 

are also provided. In addition, the trade-off between fan-out and switching speed, 

device dimension effects, switching output voltage and speed sensitivities are dis

cussed. Finally, preliminary experimental results for this receiver are given and 

summarized. 

2.1 Basic Structure of an Simple Integrated CMOS Optical Receiver 

The basic structure of a simple CMOS optical receiver without a gain stage 

is shown in Fig. 2.1. V DD is the supply voltage, V 0 is the output voltage, CT 

represents the total effective capacitance, (which includes CMOS inverter input 

capacitance Ci, the detector capacitance Cdet and the biasing load device output 

capacitance Co), Iph is the photo current of the detector during an illumination 

pulse, h is the load current, and leT is the capacitor charging current. This 

structure only contains one photodetector and one biasing load device to provide 
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+VDD 

Pope 

~ 
~ 

Vo Vo 

1 IL 1 lOT 

Load Load CT 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.1 CMOS optical receiver: (a) the basic structure; (b) The equivalent 
circuit. 

---~- .. ---.. -----. 
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a desired output logic swing. The rise and fall times, and output logic swing are 

functions of the type and the effective resistance of the biasing load. When a light 

pulse illuminates the detector, a photocurrent Iph is generated and divided between 

IL and leT. Therefore the capacitor charging current leT becomes Iph-IL. A small 

load resistance with large IL decreases leT' and requires a long rise time to charge 

the capacitor to a desired voltage level. On the other hand, when the light is turned 

off, no photocurrent is generated and the load current IL discharges the capacitor. 

A smaller load will have a higher discharging current IleT I and a shorter fall time. 

By suitably adjusting the effective load resistance, the average capacitor charging 

and discharging currents can be equalized, providing a symmetric clock waveform 

with equal rise and fall times. In this case, the total switching time, which is the 

sum of the rise and fall times, is minimized and the functional clock frequency is 

maximized, which is proved in Appendix A. 

In addition to the symmetric waveform, another consideration for a clock sig

nal is a large output swing, which provides good noise immunity and fast switching 

response of the receiving inverter. If we use a linear passive resistor as the biasing 

load, to have a full logic swing, the resistance value is given by R = V DD/lph. For 

a 40%-efficiency detector with 0.5-m W optical input power at 780-nm wavelength, 

and a typical V DD of 5 V, the photocurrent Iph is 0.126 rnA and the resistance is 

approximately 40 kn. In an integrated circuit, a resistor of this value requires a 
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large fraction of the limited area and is not appropriate. We use an enhancement-

mode nMOS transistor in a standard CMOS process as the biasing load to provide 

a nonlinear resistance characteristic. Using this device as the biasing load, the 

receiver has two different configurations: one is connecting the gate of this nMOS 

transistor to the drain output, i.e. V GS = V DS = Vo (similar structure has been 

used and briefly discussed [19], [24], [25]), and the other is connecting the gate to 

the most positive potential V DD, i.e. V GS = V DD. 

In the subsequent discussions, VoL is defined as the low steady-state output 

voltage and V oH as the high steady-state output voltage. To analyze the tran-

sient characteristics of these circuits, a maximum-current parameter m is defined 

describing the relation between the photocurrent Iph and the maximum transistor 

current IDs(V GS = V DD), which is 

(2.1) 

where IDs(VGS = VDD) is the drain saturation current for a gate bias of V DD and 

the maximum current of this transistor, which is given by 

A nonnalization time (T) is also defined as 

VDD 
T=. -[-CT' 

ph 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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2.2 Transient Analysis and Optimal Design 

2.2.1 Saturation Load CMOS Optical Receiver (V GS = V DD ) 

The equivalent circuit of the first configuration mentioned above is shown in 

Fig. 2.2, where V DS, V GS, and ID are the drain bias, gate bias, and drain current 

of the nMOS load transistor respectively. For this configuration, V GS = V DS = 

Yo, and the drain saturation voltage is given by VDSS = VGS-VT = VDS-VT. 

With an enhancement-mode nMOS transistor (V T > 0), V DS > V DSS, therefore 

the transistor operates in the saturation region when Vo > V T, and the drain 

current is given by 

I - I _ k(VGS - VT)2 _ k(Vo - VT)2 
D - DS - - , 2 2 

(2.4) 

where IDS is the drain saturation current, k is the transconductance parameter, and 

V T is the threshold voltage of the nMOS load transistor. The output capacitance 

of the transistor includes the gate-substrate capacitance (CgB ) and drain-substrate 

capacitance (Cds). For its saturation operation, this structure is called a saturation 

load and corresponding I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.3. 

When the light is off, VoL is V T, since the output can not be discharged to 

a value lower than the threshold voltage. When the light is on, Iph is generated 

and VoH is determined by the value of m, which will be discussed below. 
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Fig. 2.2 Saturation load CMOS optical receiver (V GS = V DS). 
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Fig. 2.3 SPICE simulation I-V characteristics of a saturation load receiver for 
different bias conditions. 
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(i) m $; 1, i.e. Iph $; IDs: 

In this case, 

k(VoH - VT)2 
Iph = IDS(VGS = VoH) = 2 ' (2.5) 

and 

The rise time tr for Vo to change from V T to O.9V oH and the fall time for Vo to 

drop from VoH to VT + O.l(VoH - VT) are solved in Appendix B.l, and given by 

and 

c: VT 
tf = 9vm(1- ~)T. 

VDD 
(2.8) 

(ii) m > 1, i.e. Iph > IDS: 

In this case, VoH ~ VDD. The rise time tr for Vo to change from VT to 

O.9V DD and the fall time for Vo to drop from V DD to VT + O.l(VDD - VT) are 

solved in Appendix B.2, and given by 

and 

VT 
tf = 9m(1- ~)T. 

VDD 
(2.10) 
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Using T == {V DD/Iph)CT 88 the normalization time, normalized tr and tf 

are only functions of VT/V DD and m. Due to the parabolic form in Eq. 2.4 of the 

transistor current, the average discharging current at OFF state is much smaller 

than the average charging current at ON state, therefore the rise and fall times can 

not be equalized, and the fall time is much longer than the rise time, which can be 

seen from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), or (2.9) and (2.1O). Detailed analytical results and 

SPICE simulations for typical examples will be discussed in Section 2.3. 

In summary, there are three disadvantages of the saturation load CMOS 

receiver: (1) the output offset voltage of the OFF state is VTi (2) the output 

capacitance of the biasing transistor (Co = Cg8+CdB) is much larger than the 

other configuration to be considered; and (3) the switching waveform has a long 

tail with a slow falling response which limits high-speed performance. 

2.2.2 Low-Impedance CMOS Optical Receiver (VGS = Vnn) 

The equivalent circuit of a low-impedance CMOS receiver is shown in 

Fig. 2.4. In this configuration, V GS= V DD and Vo= V DS, which biases the gate 

to the most positive potential, and produces a low channel effective resistance. 

The drain saturation voltage V DSS is given by 

VDSS = VDD - VT. (2.11) 
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Fig. 2.4 Low-impedance CMOS optical receiver (V GS = V DD). 
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The output capacitance of the biasing transistor is only the drain-substrate 

capacitance (Cds), which is negligible compared with the gate-substrate capacitance 

(Cgs ) [36]. Because of the low effective channel resistance and negligible output 

capacitance of the biasing transistor, this structure is called low-impedance, and 

corresponding I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.5. 

When the light is off, VoL is 0 V. When the light is on, Iph is generated and 

VoH is determined by the value of m, which will be discussed below. 

(i) m ~ 1, i.e. Iph ~ IDS: 

In this case, the transistor operates in the triode region with a drain current 

ID given by 

Vbs V;) ID = k(VDSSVDS - -2-) = k(VDSSVo -"2 . (2.12) 

VoH is determined from the photocurrent 

(2.13) 

which can be rearranged to have 

VoH = VDSS - JVbSS - 2~h = (1 - V1- m)VDSS ~ VDSS. (2.14) 

The rise time tr for Va to change from 0 V to O.9VoH and the fall time t f for Va 

to drop from VoH to O.lVoH are solved in Appendix C.1, and given by 

or 

tr = m (1- VT )Tln(l + 19v'f=TTi) 
2V1 - m VDD 1 + VI - m 

= 9(1- VT)T 
VDD 

for m = 1, 

for m < 1, (2.15) 

(2.16) 
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and 

t ~ ~(1- VT )Tln(19 + vr=m), 
f 2 VDD 1 + v'1 - m 

(2.17) 

(ii) m > 1, i.e. Iph > IDS: 

In this case, VoH ~ V DD. The rise time tr for Vo to change from 0 V to 

0.9VDD and the fall time tf for Vo to drop from VDD to O.IVDD are solved in 

Appendix C.2, and given by 

{ 
0.9 1 1 1 1]( VT )} tr= --+[--==tan- ( )--- 1-- mT, 

m-l y'm-l v'm-l m-l VDD 
(2.18) 

and 

{ 
VT 1 VT [ VT ]} tf= -+-(l--)ln 19-20- mT. 

VDD 2 VDD VDD 
(2.19) 

Similar to the first configuration, normalized tr and t f are only functions 

of V T /V DD and m. To have a full output logic swing, m must be greater than 1. 

With a fixed Iph, the gate aspect ratio of the biasing t,ransistor can be adjusted to 

equalize the rise and fall times. In this case, corresponding k, IDS, and m values are 

optimized. This optimized m can be solved by equalizing tr and tf from Eqs. (2.18) 

and (2.19), and obtained by the following transcendental equation: 

0.9 VT {I 1 1 1 1 [ VT ]} VT 
m-l - VDD + v'm-l tan- (v'm-l)- m-l -'2 ln 19-20 VDD (1- VDD ) 

= 0, (2.20) 

which is only a function ofVT/VDD. 
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In an available CMOS process, the threshold voltage VT and the mini~ 

mum feature-size transconductance parameter ko of the biasing transistor are fixed. 

Therefore, an optimized m can be obtained by solving Eq. 2.10, and the gate aspect 

ratio (W IL) for specific operation V DD and Iph can be designed to achieve this 

desired m value from the following relation: 

[ _ k (W) (VDD - VT)2 _ [ph 
DS - 0 - , 

L 2 m 
(2.21) 

where W is the gate width and L is the gate channel length of the biasing transistor. 

Detailed analytical results and SPICE simulations for typical examples will be 

discussed in Section 2.3. 

2.3 Analytical. SPICE Simulation Results and Design Examples 

From the analytical results in Section 2.2, the output voltage and the switch~ 

ing times, i.e. rise (t r ) and fall (t f ) times, can be calculated for a given illumination 

and circuit condition. Using the supply voltage V DD as the normalization voltage, 

the normalized high state voltage (VoH IV DD) is only function of the maximum-

current parameter m defined by Eq. (2.1), and is shown in Fig. 2.6 for m $ 1 

(VoH ~V DD for m > 1). Using T == V DDCT/Iph in Eq. (2.3) as the normalization 

time, the normalized rise and fall times are only functions of the normalized thresh~ 

old voltage (VT/V DD) and the maximum~current pe.rameter m, and are shown in 

Fig. 2.7 with a typical value of 0.15 for VT/V DD. 
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Fig. 2.6 Analytic nonnalized high steady-state output voltages for Iph ~ IDS, 
i.e. m ~ 1. 
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It can be seen that the fall time of a saturation load configuration is always 

greater than the rise time and the photo current is not efficiently utilized. For 

the low-impedance configuration, the rise and fall tiIr..es can be equalized, which 

maximizes the functional clock frequency. Making comparison of the normalized 

swithing times between two configurations shown in Fig. 2.7, and also taking into 

account the additional output capacitance of the first configuration, the optimized 

low-impedance receiver has at least one order higher switching speed, and is suitable 

for high-speed operation. 

We used SPICE to simulate oUT circuits and the results were in good agree

ment with our analysis. Here, we show SPICE simulation examples for a typical 

2-1l.ID CMOS process: VDD = 5 V, VT = 0.15VDD, ko = 56 pA/V2
, Ci = 16.6fF, 

CgB = 4.16 fF, Cd" = 0.80 fF, and Cdet is 0.025 fF/pm2 (with 2 x 1014 cm-3 epi

layer doping concentration) [36] and 12.3 fF for a detector with 25-pm diameter. 

The detector efficiency "1det can be expressed by 

"1det = 1 - exp( -ad), (2.22) 

and is about 40% in our example, where 1/ a is the light penetration depth, which 

is 10 pm in Si material for a 780-nm wavelength, and d is the junction depletion 

depth. For a O.5-m W optical input power at 780-nm wavelength, the photocurrent 

Iph is 0.126 mAo Using the above parameters, the transient response of a saturation 

load and a low-impedance receiver with different biasing conditions are calculated 
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and shown in Fig. 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. Corresponding parameter values are 

listed in Table 2.1. Fig. 2.8 shows that the logic swing of a saturation load con-

figuration is reduced by V T in the OFF state, and that the fall time is very long 

as discussed in Section 2.2. Fig. 2.9 shows. that the rise and fall times of a low-

impedance load configuration can be equalized, and the switching speed is at least 

one order of magnitude higher than a saturation load configuration with VoH ~ 

V DD (VoL is always equal to V T)' 

TABLE 2.1 CORRESPONDING PARAMETER VALUES FOR DIFFERENT m. 
W = 2 Jlm, ko = 56 JlA/V2, VDD = 5 V, VT = 0.75 V, Iph = 0.126 rnA; 

Cgs = 1.04 fF/Jlm2, Cds = 0.20 fF/Jlm2, Ci = 16.6 fF, Cdet = 12.3 fF. 

k (JlA/V'I.) 6.00 8.00 9.50 12.0 14.0 20.0 40.0 
m 2.33 1.74 1.46 1.16 .997 .698 .349 

W/L .107 .143 .170 .214 .250 .357 .714 
L(Jlm) 18.7 14.0 11.8 9.3 8.0 5.6 2.8 
Cqs(fF) 38.8 29.1 24.5 18.7 16.6 11.6 5.8 
Cds(fF) 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Co(fF) (V GS=V DS) 39.6 29.9 25.3 19.5 17.4 12.4 6.6 
CT(fF) (VGS=VDS) 68.5 58.8 54.2 48.4 46.3 41.3 35.5 
Co(fF) (VGS=VDD) 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
CT(fF) (VGS=VDD) 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 29.7 

As indicated the low-impedance receiver is more suitable for high-speed 

operation. Since the optimized m and the corresponding normalized time (T = 

tr = tf) of this configuration are only functions of VT/VDD [Eq. (2.18)-(2.20)], 

we illustrate their relationships in Fig. 2.10 to provide design information. In our 

example with VT/V DD = 0.15, the optimized m is 1.46 and the response time T is 
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1.94T, which is 2.3 ns in the example (V DD = 5 V, Iph = 0.126 mA, CT = 29.7 

fF, and T == V DDCT/Iph), and also seen in Fig. 2.9 by SPICE simulation. These 

results show that this optimized simple low-impedance configuration can provide 

high-speed operation with a resonable optical input power Pop (r = 2.3 ns for Pop 

= 0.5 mW with a 25-/lm detector diameter). Table 2.1 shows that a transistor 

with 2-/lm gate width and 1l.8-/lm channel length provides this optimized biasing 

condition. 

2.4 Trade-Off between Fan-Out and Switching Speed 

for Different Device Dimensions 

From the discussions in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we can see that the response 

time r of an optimized low-impedance receiver is proportional to T. Since T is 

V DDCT/Iph, the response time (r) is determined by the supply voltage (V DD), 

the total effective capacitance (CT), and the photocurrent (Iph). For a higher 

optical input power with a higher photocurrent, the switching speed is higher but 

the available fan-out becomes lower for a certain total optical power. Using the 

example in Section 2.3, the response time for 0.5-m W optical input power and 

a 25-/lm detector diameter is 2.3 ns, and the functional clock frequency is about 

210 MHz. In an optical interconnect system with 50-m W optical output from the 

light source and 15% total optical efficiency, the fan-out is 15. When the operation 

frequency is reduced to 108 MHz, the required optical input power for each receiver 
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is reduced to 0.25 mW, and the fan-out becomes 30. Therefore, for a higher fan-out, 

the operating frequency must be proportionally reduced. 

The detector size affects the total capacitance of the receiver, and is deter

mined by the technology of a specific optical interconnect system (a hologram, fiber, 

or channel waveguide). For a larger diameter detector, the capacitance is higher 

and the switching speed for the same optical input power is lower. Using the 2-pm 

CMOS process parameters given in Section 3.3, the required optical input power 

vs the response time with different detector diameters are shown in Fig. 2.11. From 

this information, the fan-out limitation of an optical signal distribution system at 

a specific operation frequency can be estimated, and used to properly design an 

efficient optical interconnect system. At a 21O-MHz operating frequency (T = 2.3 

ns) used above, the required optical input power for each receiver with 10, 50, and 

100-pm detector diameter is 0.33, 1.1 and 3.6 mW respectively, and the available 

fan-out for the same optical output and interconnect efficiency becomes 22, 6, and 

2. These results show the importance of reducing the detector size. 

When the feature size of a CMOS process is scaled down, the electrical 

parameters are different. We also estimate required optical input power for each 

receiver with a smaller feature-size. Assuming that the feature-size scales as liS, 

and the supply voltage by 1/../S [37], then the scaling factors ofrelated parameters 

are listed in Table. 2.2, and corresponding values are listed in Table 2.3. The 

-----_ ... _- .. 
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Fig. 2.11 Required optical input power vs response time for an optimized low
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required optical input power vs response time for 1 and O.5-l'm technologies with 

different detector diameters are shown in Fig. 2.12 and 2.13. It can be seen that for 

the same 0.5-mW optical input power and a 25-l'm detector diameter, the response 

times are 1.5 and 1.1 ns respectively, and the corresponding operating frequency 

are about 330 and 450 MHz. For 50-m W optical output power from the light 

source and 15% interconnect efficiency, the fan-out is 15. For this detector size and 

the same optical power, the operating speed can be appreciably improved with a 

process giving smaller feature-size . 

Table 2.2. SCALING FACTORS OF RELATED PARAMETERS. 

Minimum Feature Size (A) l/S 
Supply Voltage (V DD) 1/..,(8 
Transistor Transconductance Parameter (leo) S 
Detector Junction Depletion Width (Wi) 1/S1 / 4 

Detector Capacitance Per Unit Area (Cdet/A) SI/4 

Inverter Input Capacitance (Ci) l/S 
Transister Drain-Substrate Capacitance (Cds) 1/S7

/ 4 

Table 2.3. TYPICAL PARAMETER VALUES. 

A (I'm) 2 1 0.5 
VDD (V) 5 3.5 2.5 
ko (J-lA/V2) 56 112 224 
Wj (I'm) 5 4.2 3.5 
Tldet (%) 40 34 30 
Cdet!A (fF/J-lm"l) 0.025 0.030 0.035 
Ci (fF) 16.6 8.4 4.2 
Cds (fF) 0.8 0.24 0.07 

------ -_. 
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Fig. 2.14 (a)-(d) show the required optical input power vs response time 

with the same detector size for different minimum feature-sizes. When the detector 

size is so large that it dominates the total receiver capacitance, the operating 

speed becomes independent of Ie process feature size. For example, if the detector 

diameter is 100 pm, then the response times for 2, 1 and 0.5-pm feature-sizes and 

0.5 m W of optical input power are 16.4, 15.5, and 14.4 DS respectively. On the 

other hand, if the detector diameter is only 10 pm, the response times for 2, 1, 

and 0.5 pm with the same optical input power are 1.5, 0.70, 0.36 ns respectively. 

The capacitance of the smaller diameter detector no longer dominates, and the 

response speed is significantly improved with a smaller feature-size. Therefore, 

when scaling electrical systems with optical interconnects the detector size again 

is a very important issue. 

2.5 Switching Output Voltage and Speed Sensitivities 

Previous discussions show that the optimized low-impedance receiver can 

provide high-speed operation with reasonable optical input power levels. However, 

effects such as system misalignment or light source power variations will change 

the illumination levels (Pop) of individual detector which affects the photo current 

(Iph). In addition, processing variations result in differences of the threshold voltage 

(V T) and transconductance parameter (k) of each transistor. All of these factors 

may affect the switching performance of the optimized receiver. In this section, we 
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investigate the effects of the above variations on the switching output voltage and 

speed of this receiver. 

From section 2.2.2, we can see that if the photo current is greater than the 

drain saturation current of the biasing transistor, i.e. the maximum-current param

eter m is greater than 1, a low-impedance receive!' can provide a full output logic 

swing VDD. With typical values for VT/VDD between 0.1 and 0.3, m is between 

1.42 and 1.58 in an optimized receiver, which is shown in Fig. 2.10. For example, 

if V T/V DD = 0.15, the optimized m is 1.46. In this case, mallows 46% variation 

for keeping a full output swing. From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), calculated variations 

in the photocurrent, transistor threshold voltage, and transconductance parameter 

for different m values greater than 1 are illustrated in Fig. 2.15, which shows this 

receiver can tolerate variations of 30, 100, and 45% in the photocurrent, transistor 

threshold voltage, and transconductance parameter, respectively, without reducing 

the output swing. These results represent a significant tolerance in the receiver 

operation characteristics. 

In addition to the output swing, the effect of the above factors on the switch

ing speed must also be considered. The response time variation resulting from 

changes in the photocurrent (Iph), transistor threshold voltage (V T) and transcon

ductance parameter (k) can be calculated from Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.18), and (2.19) 

in Section 2.22, and are illustrated in Fig. 2.16 - 18. The lower photocurrent 

--------_.--- ----
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reduces the output charging current in the ON state, but does not change the dis

charging current in the OFF state. Therefore, the rise time (tr ) is correspondingly 

increased, but the fall time (t I ) is not affected, as shown in Fig. 2.16. The results in 

Fig. 2.17 show that the response time is less sensitive to variations of the transistor 

threshold voltage. This results from the fact that differences in the threshold volt

age does not appreciably change the drain saturation current. Therefore, thus the 

average charging current in the ON state and the discharging current in the OFF 

state are not appreciably changed. However variation of the transistor transcon

ductance parameter (k )on the switching speed is significant as shown in Fig. 2.18. 

This is due to the fact that changes in the drain saturation current of the biasing 

transistor affect both the charging current in the ON state and the discharging 

current in the at OFF state. The increased response time resulting from the above 

factors will produce an additinal delay, and must be considered in the design of the 

system. 

2.6 Preliminary Experimental Results 

Optical receivers were implemented with discrete components to evaluate 

different design characteristics. The test system was set up as shown in Fig. 2.19. 

A Liconix Diolite 800 Diode Laser System with a Sharp LT024MD AIGaAs laser 

diode was used as a light source operating at a wavelength of 780 nm. An HP 8161A 

Programmable Pulse Generator was used to modulate the diode laser system. The 
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Fig. 2.19 System set-up for receiver characterization experiments. 
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photodetector was a high-speed Si PIN photodiode HS040 from United Detector 

Technologies. The nMOS transistors used in these experiments were high-speed 

CMOS inverter chips (National Semiconductor Corporation, MM74HCU04) with 

a threshold voltage VT of 0.6 V. 

For this system, the supply voltage (V DD) was set at 4 V to give a value 

of VT/VDD = 0.15 corresponding to the example in the previous discussions. A 

typical switching response of a saturation load CMOS optical receiver is shown in 

Fig. 2.20. The low state is V T, which reduces the output logic swing by V T, and 

the switching waveform has a long tail with a long fall time of 4 ps as shown in 

previous analytical results. Fig. 2.21 shows the switching response of an optimized 

low-impedance CMOS optical receiver. The result shows that the rise and fall 

times are equalized, and the photocurrent is efficiently utilized. The total effective 

capacitance CT of this example is about 45 pF, the photo current Iph is 6 rnA, and 

the response time (tr and t f) is 75 ns, which shows much faster switching speed 

than the saturation load configuration shown in Fig. 2.20. Since the response 

time is proportional to VDDCT/ Iph, projecting these experimental results to an 

integrated receiver with a capacitance of 29.7 fF and a photo current of 0.126 rnA 

as used in the analysis of Section 2.3, the response time is about 2.4 ns, which 

is close to the analytical result. This result shows that the optimized integrated 

low-impedance receiver can operate at high rates with reasonable values of optical 

input power (i.e. T = 2.3,1.5, and 1.1 ns with Pop = 0.5 mW for 2, 1 and 0.5-pm 
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Fig. 2.20 Experimental result of a saturation load CMOS optical receiver. 
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Fig. 2.21 Experimental result of a low-impedance CMOS optical receiver. 
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feature~size respectively) [38], [39]. 

The sensitivity of the switching output voltage to variations in the photocur~ 

rent, transistor threshold voltage, and transconductance parameter of an optimized 

low~impedance CMOS optical receiver was also tested by varying these three pa~ 

rameters individually in an optimized receiver. First, the optical output power of 

the laser diode was changed to vary the photocurrent. Next, the gate bias of the 

biasing transistor was adjusted to simulate threshold voltage variation. Finally, 

several different combinations of nMOS transistors were used to vary the effective 

transconductance parameters. When the photocurrent, transistor threshold volt

age, and transconductance were varied by 30%, 100%, and 45% respectively, the 

output swing was not reduced, which verified the above analytical results. 

The experiments to test the response time variations as functions of varia~ 

tions in the photocurrent, transistor threshold voltage, and transconductance pa

rameter individually were also performed. The results are shown in Figs. 2.16 - 18 

and verify the analytical results discussed in Section 2.5. Fig. 2.17 shows that the 

response time is less sensitive to the transistor threshold voltage variation which 

inicates a good fabrication tolerance for this parameter. However, variations in 

the photocurrent and transistor transconductance parameter result in significant 

variations of the response time as shown in Figs. 2.16 and 2.18. These relation~ 

ships indicate that in order to control the response time, it is necessary to set the 

minimum acceptable optical power for the system design [40]. 
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2.7 Summary and Discussions 

In order to efficiently apply optical interconnects in an electronic computing 

system, the simplified optical receiver designs must be used. In a CMOS process, 

the saturation load and low-impedance load configurations are two optical receiver 

designs which can be fabricated in integrated forms without a gain stage. The 

transient characteristics of these two receivers has been discussed in detail. A 

design parameter, maximum-current parameter m, which describes the relation 

between the photocurrent of the detector and the maximwn current of the biasing 

device was developed for analysis and design. It was shown that the saturation load 

receiver has three disadvantages: (1) the output swing is reduced by a value of V Tin 

the OFF state of the receiver; (2) the output capacitance of the biasing transistor is 

much larg,-'r than the low-impedance load configuration; (3) the switching waveform 

has a long tail with a slow falling response, which limits high-speed performance. 

The low-impedance receiver was presented for high-speed operation. This receiver 

when optimized provides a symmetrical switching waveform with a full logic output 

voltage swing and efficiently utilizes the available photocurrent. The maximwn

current parameter is used to optimize this receiver, and the optimization can be 

accomplished by adjusting a suitable gate aspect ratio of the biasing transistor for a 

specific optical input power. The optimized receiver can operate at high-speed with 

practical optical input powers (T = 2.3, 1.5, and 1.1 ns with Pop = 0.5 m W for 2, 

1 and 0.5 pm feature-sizes respectively). Preliminary experiments were performed 
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with discrete devices and projected to integrated receivers by scaling capacitance 

values. The results verified the analytical predictions. 

The sensitivity of the receiver performance to variations in the photocur

rent, transistor threshold voltage, and transconductance parameter was examed. 

The output voltage was insensitive to variations in these parameters. However, 

variations in the optical input power and transistor transconductance were found 

to be critical to the response times. These results were verified by experiments 

with discrete components. The required optical input power vs switching speed 

with different detector sizes was also discussed in detail. It was shown that the 

detector size significantly determines the performance of the overall system, and 

the technique to reduce the detector dimension in an optical interconnect system 

is a very important issue. 



CHAPTER 3 

LOW-IMPEDANCE CMOS OPTICAL RECEIVER 

WITH A GAIN STAGE 

3.1 Fan-Out Improvement With a Gain Stage 
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In Chapter 2, a simple low-impedance integrated CMOS receiver has been 

presented for high-speed optical interconnect applications, and a method to opti

mize the design of this receiver have been discussed in detail. This simple receiver 

structure consists of a photo detector and a biasing transistor without any provisions 

for electrical gain of the received signals. Since the switching speed is proportional 

to the detector photo current produced by the optical power as discussed in Chap

ter 2, the optical input power for the receiver can not be reduced with a desired 

operating speed. In this case, although the optimized low-impedance receiver ef

ficiently utilizes the photocurrent, the available fan-out of the overall system at a 

specific operating speed is limited by the optical output power of the light source 

and the optical efficiency of the interconnect system. For example, for a 1-J.lm 

CMOS process, the response time of the optimized low-impedance receiver with 

O.5-m W optical input power and 25-J.lm detector diameter is about 1.5 ns (Sec

tion 2.4). For a laser diode light source producing 50-mW of optical power and an 

interconnect system with 15% optical efficiency, the fan-out at 330-MHz operating 
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frequency (T = 1.5 ns) is limited to 15. In order to increase the fan-out or operating 

frequency, a gain stage is necessary. To be practical, the circuit must be kept sim

ple and additional delays of this gain stage must be minimized. In this chapter, a 

gain stage, which extends the performance of a low-impedance integrated receiver 

is investigated. 

From basic amplifier design considerations, the gain-band width-product 

characteristics of a low gain (G) amplifier should give high-speed operation without 

significantly introducing delay. In an optical receiver with this type of gain stage, 

the required input voltage swing can be reduced by a factor of G with and still 

operate at the same switching speed and output voltage. In this case, the required 

optical input power can be correspondingly reduced. Therefore, the fan-out or 

speed of a power limited optical interconnect system can be improved by a factor 

of G. Using the above example with a gain of 10, the required optical input power 

at 330-MHz (T = 1.5 ns) becomes 50 J.l Wand the fan-out of this system is improved 

to 150. 

3.2 Self-Symmetrical Switching Waveform and Design of a 

Low-Impedance CMOS Receiver for Gain Stage Consideration 

In this section, a simple low-impedance CMOS receiver with a gain stage, 

will be investigated in detail. First, the switching characteristics of the input stage 

is examined, and followed by a technique for designing this stage. 
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The low-impedance CMOS receiver with a gain stage is redrawn in 

Fig. 3.1 (a), and the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.1 (b). In these figures, 

V DD is the supply voltage, Iph is the photo current of the detector generated by the 

optical power Pop, Vo is the output voltage of the low-impedance receiver without 

amplification, and V~ is the output voltage of the whole receiver with the gain 

stage. With a gain of G and a full logic output swing of V DD for V~, the required 

output swing for Vo can be reduced by a factor of G. Therefore, the high-state 

output for V 0 becomes 

(3.1) 

The same analysis technique used in Section 2.2.2 can also be applied to the case 

with a gain stage discussed here. With a gain stage, V oH < V DD, which is the 

case in Section 2.2.2 (i) m < 1, i.e. Iph < IDS, where m is the maximum-current 

parameter, which is defined by Eq. (2.1), and IDS is the drain saturation current 

of the biasing transistor. 

With G > 2.5, the normalized high-state output voltage (VoH IV DD) is 

smaller than 0.4. In this case, the corresponding maximum-current parameter 

value shown in Fig. 2.6 is smaller than 0.7, and the corresponding rise and fall 

times shown in Fig 2.7 are approximately equal, which provides a symmetrical 

output waveform of this stage and efficiently utilizes the photo current as discussed 

in Appendix. A. 

---- -_ .... __ .. 
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Fig. 3.1 Low-impedance CMOS receiver with a gain stage: (a) the basic struc
ture; (b) the equivalent circuit. 
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Using the gain G as a design parameter, the desired m value can be obtained 

by rearranging Eq. (2.14), which gives 

( 
VoH ) 2 ( VOH) 2 m=l- 1--- =1- 1- , 

VDSS VDD - VT 
(3.2) 

and combining Eq. (3.1), which gives 

m = 1 _ (1 _ VDD/G )2 = 1 _ [1- 1 ] 2 (3.3) 
VDD - VT G(l - VT/VDD) , 

where V T is the threshold voltage and V DSS is the drain saturation voltage of the 

biasing transistor. Therefore, the required m value is a function of V T/V DD and 

G, and is shown in Fig. 3.2. VT is determined by the Ie fabrication process, V DD 

is determined by the supply voltage of the system, and G is the design parameter 

for the gain stage. The corresponding rise and fall times (t r and t f), as discussed 

in detail in Section 2.2.2 (i), are given by 

tr= m (1- VT )Tln(l + 19vr-=tn) , 
2J1-m VDD 1+J1-m 

and 

tf = m(l_ VT )Tln(19 + vr-=tn), 
2 VDD 1+J1-m 

where T is the normalization time and is defined as 

VDD 
T::-

1 
CT' 

ph 

(2.15) 

(2.17) 

(2.3) 
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Since V DS of the biasing transistor is smaller than the saturation voltage 

(VDSS = VDD - VT) the transistor operates in the triode region, and the device 

current is given by 

( VAs) ( V;) ID = k VDSSVDS - -2- = k VDSSVo -""2 . (2.12) 

When Vo < < V DSS, the transistor operates in the linear region, and the device 

current is given by 

ID ~ kVDSSVDS = kVDSSVo. (3.4) 

In this case, the transistor operates like a linear resistor and the equivalent resis-

tance is 

VDS 
R = -- = kVDSS. 

ID 
(3.5) 

With a gain of G and VoH = V DD/G for a photocurrent Iph, the ideal R is 

R = VoH = VDD/G, 
Iph Iph 

(3.6) 

and the response time T (T = tr = t f) is 

VoH VDD/G 2.3 
T = 2.3RCT = 2.3-1 CT = 2.3 I CT = -G T. 

ph ph 
(3.7) 

The normalized rise and fall times for V 0 of the low-impedance receiver and the 

normalized response time for a linear load with a output swing (VoH) of V DD/G are 

shown in Fig. 3.3. The results show that the rise and fall times are approximately 

equal, especially for a higher-gain condition. When the gain is higher than 10, this 
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biasing transistor operates like a linear resistor load, which automatically provides 

a symmetrical output waveform. It is also shown that the switching response 

is insensitive to the threshold voltage of the transistor, which provides a good 

fabrication tolerance. 

For a desired gain of G, the required m value can be obtained from Eq. (3.3). 

With a specific process and optical system, V T, ko, V DD and Iph are determined, 

and idealized gate aspect ratio W /L of the biasing transistor can be obtained from 

Eq. (2.21) 

(2.21) 

Using a typical 1-J.lm CMOS process as the example, the related parameter values 

from Table 2.3 are: VDD = 3.5 V, VT ~ 0.15 VDD, ko = 112 J.lA/V2
, 7]det = 34%, 

the detector capacitance per unit area is 0.030 fF / J.lm2, Cj = 8.4 fF, and Cds = 0.24 

fF. If a gain of 10 is desired, then the corresponding maximum-current value m is 

0.22 (Fig. 3.2). Using Eq. (2.21) with an optical input power (Pop) of 50 J.lW, Iph is 

10.7 J.lA and W /L is 0.1. A transistor with a 1-J.lm gate width and lO-J.lm channel 

length satisfies this requirement. For a detector with a 25-J.lm diameter, Cdet is 

14.73 fF, and the total capacitance CT is 23.4 fF. The corresponding response time 

of this stage is given by 

_ 2.3 T _ 2.3 VDDC _ 2.3 3.5 V 234 fF - 1 8 
T - G - G Iph T - 10 X 10.7 J.lA x. -. ns. (3.8) 

If the gain stage does not add a significant delay, then for a system with an optical 

output power of 50 m Wand optical interconnect efficiency of 15%, the system can 
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operate at about 270 MHz (r = 1.8 ns) with a fan-out of 150, or 540 MHz (r = 

0.9 ns) with a fan-out of 75. 

3.3 Structure of the Low-Impedance CMOS Receiver with a Gain Staie 

In this section, the structure of the low-impedance CMOS receiver with a 

gain stage is investigated. Fig. 3.4 shows a schematic of the circuit to provide 

gain without adding delay. This circuit includes three stages: (i) a low-impedance 

input stage, (ii) an analog buffer stage, and (iii) an output switching stage. Ml 

- M3, M7 and MlO are nMOS transistors, and M4 - M6, Ms and Mg are pMOS 

transistors. CT, CB, C~ represent the total effective capacitances of the input, 

buffer, and output stages respectively. 

In the low-impedance input stage, the photodetector converts optical to elec

trical signals, the transistor Ml provides the desired biasing load, and the transistor 

M2 provides a suitable level-shift. In the analog buffer stage, biasing transistors 

M3 - M6 provide a suitable biasing load and level-shift, and the active transistor 

Ma with the load provides the desired buffer gain. In the output switching stage, 

Ms - MlO form a current mirror to provide an active load, and the active transistor 

M7 with the load provides a switching output waveform. Therefore, CT includes 

output capacitances of the photo detector and the biasing transistor M1, and the 

input capacitance of the transistor Ma; CB includes output capacitances of the 

active transistor Ma and the load transistors M4 - M6, and the input capacitance 

----------.- .------
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of the transistor M7; Co include output capacitances of the active transistor M7 

and the load transistors Ms - M9 , and the input capacitance of the next stage of 

logic circuits. 

The input stage, which was discussed in Sections 2.2.2 and 3.2, converts 

optical to electrical signals and provides symmetrical switching waveforms. The 

analog buffer stage amplifies the signal from the input stage with a small buffer 

gain to avoid an additional delay. The output switching stage provides a full output 

logic swing corresponding to the signal from the buffer stage. The design principles 

and basic characteristics of the output switching and buffer stages will be discussed 

in more detail in the following sections. The additional level-shift transistor M2 in 

the input stage will also be described. 

3.4 Design Consideration for the Output Switching Stage. 

the Analog Buffer Stage. and Level-Shift in the Input Stage 

The common-source amplifier with a current-source load shown in Fig. 3.5(a) 

is used for the output switching stage to provide a full logic swing. The properties of 

this circuit is discussed in detail in references [41], [42]. These aspects will be briefly 

reviewed, and the main design consideration for the interconnect applications will 

be discussed. In the following discussion, all currents are defined in the positive 

direction. 
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This output stage is an inverter type of circuit. When the input voltage 

VI is at a low level vtn (the threshold voltage of nMOS transistors), the output 

voltage V~ is in a high level (VDD). When the input voltage Vi is at a high level 

ViH, the output voltage V~ is in a low level (~ 0 V). Fig. 3.5(b) shows a typical 

transfer characteristic of this circuit. An increase or decrease of the output voltage 

(V~) depends on the difference of 1m and IDS, where 1m and IDS are the drain 

currents of transistors M7 and Ms respectively. Since Ms - MIO forming a current 

mirror, IDS is fixed and is determined by the bias VB from M9 and MIO . Therefore, 

the change of V~ is controlled by the value of 1m, which is determined by the gate 

input voltage VI. 

When the input voltage of the output stage (Vi) is at a high level ViH, the 

transistor is ON, and the drain current is given by 

for V: < ViH - vtn, (3.9) 

and 

k )2 ID7 = 2'(ViH - vtn , for V: ~ ViH - vtn. (3.10) 

In this case, V; drops with a discharging current of 1m - IDS. Since the value 

of ViH - vtn determines the value of 1m and ID7 - IDS sets, the input voltage 

swing Vi H - vtn must remain large enough to provide sufficient discharging current 

(ID7 - IDS) to reduce the switching fall time. The effective gain of this stage is 

limited to a value of VDD/(ViH - vtn). When the input voltage of the output 
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Fig. 3.5 Output switching stage: (a) the circuit; (b) the transfer characteristic. 
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stage (Vi) is at a low level Vin, transistor M7 is OFF, and the output voltage, Va'' 

increases with a charging current of IDB. The bias voltage VB determined by the 

current mirror (Ms-MIo) provides equal average charging (IDB) and discharging 

(ID7 - IDB) currents. This is another consideration for this circuit. 

Since the input voltage swing of the output stage is VIH - Vin, and the 

output voltage swing of the input stage is VoH - Vin, the gain of the buffer stage is 

(VIH - Vin)/(VoH - Vin). The common-source amplifier with enhancement-mode 

load shown in Fig. 3.6( a) provides this function. Two additional pMOS transistors 

Ms and M6 in the load are used to limit the high state output ViH at a value of 

VDD - 31Vipl, where Vip is the threshold voltage of pMOS transistors. This level

shift provides a desired output swing to avoid additional delay. Transistor M3 in 

the input stage producing a level-shift of Vin also provides this function. 

3.5 SPICE Simulation for a Design Example and 

Preliminary Experimental Results 

Using the parameter values of Table. 2.3 for an I-J-lm CMOS process, a 

receiver was designed with optical input power of 50-J-lW (Iph = 10.7 J-lA with 

1]det = 34%). In the example, VDD = 3.5 V, VT = 0.5 V, ko = 112 J-lA/V2, Ci = 

8.4 fF and Cdll = 0.24 fF for a minimum feature-size. Fig. 3.7 shows the SPICE 

simulation results for this receiver with a 25-J-lm diameter detector. Transistor 

dimensions for this receiver are listed in Table 3.1, and the bias voltage VB provided 
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by the current mirror is 2.1 V. The output voltage swing of the input stage, Va' 

and the buffer stage VI, is 0.3 V and 1.2 V respectively, and the output of the 

entire receiver has a logic swing of 3.3 V. In this case, the gain of the analog buffer 

stage is 4 and the effective gain of the output switching stage is about 2.7. The 

total effective gain of the complete receiver circuit is about 11. The response time 

(T = tr = t I) is about 1.8 ns. Compared with the response time of 15 ns for the 

same optical input power (50 IlW) in Fig. 2.12 for a receiver without a gain stage, 

the speed is improved by about one order of magnitude. 

TABLE 3.1 Transistor Dimensions of the Receiver 

Transistor Ml M2 M3 M4 Ms M6 M7 Ms 
W/L 0.18 40 2.5 2 2 2 1.5 2 

W(llm ) 1 40 2.5 2 2 2 1.5 2 
L(llm) 5.6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

An experiment was also performed with discrete components to evaluate the 

characteristics of this receiver. The set-up shown in Fig. 2.19 was used. A Liconix 

Diolite 800 Diode Laser System with a Sharp LT024MD AIGaAs laser diode pro-

vided optical power at a wavelength of 780 nm. An HP 8161A Programmable Pulse 

Generator was used to modulate the diode laser system. The photodetector was 

a high-speed Si PIN photodiode HS040 from United Detector Technologies. High-

speed CMOS inverter chips (National Semiconductor Corporation, MM74HCU04) 
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with a threshold voltage VT of 0.6 V were used to build the circuit. The out

put characteristics of this circuit were compares to the output waveform from a a 

receiver without gain (Section 2.6). Both receivers used the same supply voltage 

(V DD) of 4 V. Fig. 3.8 shows the response of the receiver with a gain stage. In 

this experiment, CT ~ 45 pF, [ph = 2 mA, tr = tf = 50 ns. Compared with the 

experimental results of Section 2.6 for [ph = 6 mA, tr = t f = 75 ns without a gain 

stage, the effective gain was about 4.5. Since the response time is proportional 

to VDDCT/ [ph, projecting this experimental result to an integrated receiver with 

CT = 23.4 fF, [ph = 1O.7j.lA (Pop = 50j.lW) and G = 10, a response time of 2.1 ns 

is expected, which is close to the SPICE simulation result (1.9 ns). 

3.7 Summary and Discussions 

In order to improve the fan-out of an optical interconnect system, the basic 

low-impedance CMOS receiver presented in Chapter 2 is extended with a simple 

gain stage. This gain stage does not significantly add to the complexity of the 

circuit yet provides a satisfactory gain to improve fan-out by one order of magni

tude at a fixed operating frequency. The modified design of the input stage was 

discussed in detail. Design considerations for all substages were also discussed. 

SPICE simulation for a design example was given and experiments using discrete 

components verified the performance of this receiver. For an optical input power 

of 50 j.lW and a 25-j.lm diameter detector, the response time of tIns circuit is about 
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50 ns/div 

Fig. 3.8 Experimental result for a low-impedance CMOS receiver with a gain 
stage. 
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2 ns. A fan-out of 150 for a system with an optical power of 50 mW and optical 

interconnect efficiency of 15% is expected. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUBSTRATE-MODE HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENTS 

4.1 Alignment and Chromatic Sensitivity 

of Holographic Optical Elements 

A number of investigators have proposed the use of holographic optical el-

ements (HOEs) as an interconnect distribution network for both electronic and 

optical computing systems [13], [14], [16], [19], [24], [25], [30], [31], [35]. These el-

ements have several advantages over conventional refractive and reflective compo-

nents. For examples, holographic components can be made which combine several 

optical functions such as beam splitting and multiple focusing into a single thin 

film element. However, it has also been suspected that realization of many of these 

unique features is limited by registration or alignment of the HOE to the source 

and receiver planes. Another difficulty arises when semiconductor light sources are 

used with diffractive elements. The dispersive properties of HOEs and variation in 

the emission wavelength from a laser diode introduce chromatic aberrations which 

can seriously degrade the image quality and overall system performance [44], [46]. 

The angular dependence of image formed by a holographic element can be 

described by the relation 

sin O'r sin O'i 1 ----=-, (4.1) Ar Ar A 
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where O'r and O'i are respectively the reconstruction and diffracted image beam 

angles, Ar is the reconstruction wavelength, and A is the local grating period. The 

phase matching expression can be used as the basis for a holographic ray tracing 

algorithm to calculate the spot size and lateral shift of the image formed by the 

HOE. 

For analyzing the effect of misalignment and wavelength shift, an f/1, in line, 

Fourier transform hologram shown in Fig. 4.1 will be considered. Using relation 

( 4.1) the change in image diameter, lateral shift, and the sum of the lateral shift and 

the spot radius as functions of angular misalignment with hologram-to-substrate 

separation distances (Zi) of 1.0 and 0.5 cm are calculated and shown in Fig. 4.2 

[46]. These results indicate that the principal effect of misalignment is a lateral 

shift of the image, with aberrations and diffraction limited resolution producing 

further image spreading. The results also show that the shift and spreading of 

the image is approximately proportional to the hologram-to-substrate separation. 

Therefore, one constraint on holographic interconnects imposed by misalignment 

is to minimize the hologam-to-substrate separation (Zi). 

Chromatic dispersion is another important consideration when imaging with 

a HOE. This is especially true if laser diodes are used, since their emission wave

length can vary by several nanometers due to differences in fabrication parameters, 

modulation current, device temperature, or combination of these effects. The effect 

of wavelength change on image quality can again be quantified with Eq. 4.1 by 
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Fig. 4.1 Basic in-line fourier transform hologram used for alignment analysis. 
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Fig. 4.2 Calculated changes in point images fonned by an in-line HOE: (a) 
lateral shift; (b) aberrations; (c) combined image extent due to lateral 
shift and aberrations. 
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including the construction conditions for A 

sin Q r sin Qi sin Q c sin Q o -----=-----, 
Ar Ar Ac Ac 

(4.2) 

where Q c and Q o represent the reference beam angle and object beam angle used to 

form the grating, and Ac the construction wavelength. Using the grating equation 

in this form for a ray tracing algorithm, the image degradation due to typical wave-

length variations of a semiconductor source can be calculated. Fig. 4.3 [46] is a plot 

of the combined shift and spread by a HOE formed at 780 nm, and reconstructed 

at different wavelengths. The holograms used for this analysis are formed with 

an f/1 spherical beam with an apex located at 1.0 cm and 0.5 from the hologram 

plane. Fig. 4.4 [46] is a corresponding spot diagram of the images formed by 1.0-cm 

focal length holographic element, and reconstructed at 775 nm and 785 nm. These 

calculations indicate that if the laser wavelength varies by 10 run, the diameter of 

the detector should be larger than 150 pm to prevent power loss of the transmitted 

optical signal. 

In Section 2.4, we discussed the required optical input power for different 

detector dimensions in a receiver at a desired operating frequency. A larger detector 

with a higher capacitance requires a higher optical power for the same operation 

frequency. For the example shown in Fig. 2.11 with a 2-pm CMOS feature size, 

the required optical power to drive this receiver at 400-MHz (r ~ 1.2 ns) without 

a gain stage ranges from 623 pW for a detector of lO-pm diameter to about 6.82 
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Reconstruction geometry for a designed 780'nm operation holo
gram. (b) Spot diagram for images of the hologram in (a) recon
structed at 775 nm and 785 nm. 
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m W for a 100 /lm detector. The maximum output power of commercially avail

able single mode laser diodes is about 50 mW. A source with this power in an 

interconnect system with 15% optical efficiency can drive only one receiver with 

100-/lm diameter detector , or about 12 receivers with lO-/lm diameter detectors. 

If a gain stage with a gain of 10 is used (as discusse~ in Chapter 3), the fan-out 

can be improved to 10 for 100-/lm diameter detectors, or 120 for 10 /lm diameter 

detectors. These results show that a smaller detector has greater fan-out. Based 

on the above discussions, the hologram-to-substate separation must be reduced 

and chromatic dispersion effect on image quality must be minimized to control the 

required detector size. 

4.2 Chromatic Dispersion Compensation by a Grating Pair 

One method to reduce the degrading effects of chromatic dispersion is il

lustrated in Fig. 4.5(a) [46]. In this arrangement two gratings are cascaded which 

were formed at the same wavelength. The first grating diffracts light at the -1 

diffraction order while the second grating diffracts light into the +1 diffraction or

der. In this arrangement the angular shift due to wavelength change of the first 

grating is compensated by the second. Fig. 4.5(b) [46] shows the spot diagrams for 

the hologram described in Section 4.2 with the second grating in place, and illumi

nated by both 775 and 785-nm light. As illustrated the image shift is eliminated. 

Although there is still some aberration at the designed image plane, the 
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optical power is concentrated into an approximately 60-Jlm diameter spot. From 

Figs. 2.11 - 13 it can be determined that a detector of this size is capable of much 

higher clock rates than the uncorrected hologram with the same optical power. In 

addition, since a planar hologram is used for the compensation element, hologram 

separation is not critical, and the two holograms can be made into a compact 

package. 

In order to test this idea, holograms were formed in silver halide photo

graphic emulsions at 780 nm with a temperature stabilized GaAIAs laser diode. 

A point image reconstructed from a focusing hologram with a 15-cm focal length 

was directly projected onto CCD camera to monitor its position. When the tem

perature of the laser diode heat sink was increased from 25° to 30°C, the laser 

diode wavelength changed by about 2.1 nm. The photograph in Fig. 4.6(a) [46J 

is a time exposure taken when the temperature setting caused the laser to pass 

through several modes. As indicated, this wavelength change made the image shift 

by 280 Jlm. In the next experiment, the focusing element and a planar holographic 

grating were combined to form a grating pair. The image from the tandem element 

was projected on the TV camera while the laser diode temperature was increased 

from 20° to 30°C. The image shown in Fig. 4.6(b) [46J did not indicate any lateral 

shift during this extended temperature variation. Output power variations were 

observed during mode hopping, but no noticeable change in the position of the 

image occured. This demonstrates a simple method of correcting for the image 
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Fig. 4.6 (a) Image formed by a single focusing HOE illuminated with a laser 
diode during the temperature change between 25° and 30°C. (b) Im
age formed by a grating pair illuminated with a laser diode during the 
temperature change between 20° and 30°C. 
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shift which results when standard laser diodes are used with grating elements to 

improve overall system performance. 

4.3 Substrate-Mode Holoiram (SMH) pesign 

As discussed in the previous sections, image degradation due to misalign

ment and chromatic dispersion can be reduced by decreasing the hologram-to

substrate separation. However, as the separation is decreased, the area over which 

the signal can be distributed ia also reduced due to image spreading effects at large 

off-axis angles. When spherical imaging elements are used, the diameter of the 

substrate which can be addressed is limited to about 2 X Zi [43]. This introduces 

a major constraint on conventional free-space interconnects. 

The above difficulties can be overcome with a substrate-mode holographic 

element illustrated in Fig. 4.7 [44], [46]. This component combines a totally inter

nally reflected (TIR) beam within a dielectric substrate with several volume holo

grams which perform different beam directing functions. In the basic configuration 

shown in Fig. 4.7, light enters the multiplexed hologram normal to the surface 

and is diffracted into several different directions. Each diffracted beam propagates 

through the substrate as a TIR guided wave, then illuminates a hololens, and is 

focused to a detector. 

This approach has several advantages [44], [46]. First, the hologram can be 
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Fig. 4.7 (a)Substrate-mode hologram structure. (b) Top view of a signal dis
tribution system. 
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formed in a monolithic block which helps reduce misalignment and mounting prob

lems. Next, the optical beam can be transmitted over a relatively large distance 

without the need to increase the height of the hologram above the detector sub

strate. Also since pairs of holograms are used, chromatic compensation can be 

automatically built into the element. It should be noted, however, that a wave

length shift will cause an angular deflection by the first grating from the designed 

direction. The second grating, therefore, must be large enough to encircle the diam

eter of the diffracted beam after it has laterally propagated to this position. This 

may introduce a size limitation in certain configurations; however, once diffracted 

by the second grating, the beam will come to focus without a lateral shift. This 

reduces the size of light receiving detectors and improves system performance. 

A similar idea was briefly presented by other researchers [47], [48]. However, 

the general design, hologram properties and more complicated combinations of 

substrate-mode holograms, such as cascaded and multiplexed structures, were not 

discussed in detail. In the following sections, those issues will be discussed and 

examined. 

4.4 Shorter Wavelength Recording Techniques 

Fig. 4.8 shows the construction and Bragg reconstruction geometry in the 

hologram medium for a substrate-mode hologram. In this figure, K is the 
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grating vector. For an input-coupling SMH, krl and kr2 are the wavevectors of 

the reconstruction and diffracted beams respectively at the wavelength Ar, and kel 

and ke2 are the wavevectors of the construction reference beam and object beam 

respectively at the wavelength Ac. For an output-coupling SMH, !r2 becomes the 

wavevector of the reconstruction beam, and krl the diffracted beam; similarly, ke2 

represents the construction reference beam and kCl the object beam. Hence, in 

reconstruction, 

and, in recording, 

271" 
lkell = Ikr21 = Ac· 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

In our substrate-mode hologram structure, krl is normal to the substrate, 

and the diffracted beam angle in the glass substrates exceeds the critical angle at 

the glass-air interface, which results in the total internal reflection. Since the beam 

propagating through the glass substrate is refracted from the diffracted beam in 

the hologram medium, the beam angles in the film (Or2) and in the glass substrate 

(O~) have the relation (Snell's law) 

• n • nG • n 
nHSlnur2 = nGSlnUr 2 = nA SIn U a , (4.7) 
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where nA, nH, nG are the refractive index in air, the hologram film, and glass 

respectively, and 00 is the beam angle in air if the total internal reflection does not 

occur. When the beam angle Or2 in the medium reaches the critical angle Ocrit at 

the film-air interface, which is given by 

O • _l(nA) 
crit = Bin -, 

nH 
(4.8) 

the beam angle O~ in the glass also reaches the critical angle O~it at the glass-air 

interface, which is given by 

OG . _l(nA) 
crit = sin -. 

nG 
(4.9) 

In this case, the propagation beam will be totally internally reflected at both plate 

faces. This is the requirement for our elements. In our discussion, the diffracted 

beam angle is considered in the hologram medium as shown in Fig. 4.8. If >'c = >'r, 

then kcl = krl and kc2 = k r2 • The wavevector kc2 is at an angle (Oc2) greater than 

the critical angle, and a grating of this type cannot be constructed without using 

a prism to directly guide the beam into the medium at this high angle. When a 

shorter wavelength is used for recording, i.e. >'c < >'r, the lengths of kcl and kc2 

become greater, and the angle defined by kcl and kc2 becomes smaller as shown 

in Fig. 4.8. In this case, the angle Oc2 of kc2 can be reduced to a value smaller 

than the critical angle, and a substrate-mode hologram can be formed with two 

free-space input beams, which will be discussed in detail in the next section. 
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4.5 Effect of Emulsion Thickness Change 

on Bragg Angle and Diffraction Efficiency 

In section 4.4, the grating vector K is assumed no to change during emulsion 

processing. In practical situations, however, both the average refractive index and 

the thickness of hologram recording material may change during processing. As 

a result the grating vector and the reconstruction angle for maximum efficiency 

(Bragg angle) will be different from the construction geometry. In this section, 

the sensitivity of the Bragg angle and the diffraction efficiency to the emulsion 

thickness change are discussed. 

Suppose a grating vector K is formed when the hologram material is ex-

posed. If the original emulsion thickness (do) is changed by a value of I::l.d during 

processing, then the grating vector K in Eq. (4.3) will be changed to K' with: 

(4.10) 

and 

K' 1 _z __ ---:~,......,.... 
K z -1+l::l.d/do· 

(4.11) 

(For the situations considered, K and K' are in the x, z plane with x- and z-

directions defined in Fig. 4.8.) The efficiency of the grating defined as the diffracted 

optical power relative to the incident power can be calculated using Kogelnik's 
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coupled wave relations i49]. For a phase modulated transmission type of hologram 

the efficiency is given by 

sin2(v2 + e)t 
'7 = 1 + e2 / v2 ' 

(4.12) 

where 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

d is the final emulsion thickness, nl is the amplitude of the refractive index mod-

ulation, and kz,rl and k z ,r2 are z-components of krl and kr2 respectively. When 

the reconstruction is at the Bragg condition, i.e. e = 0, the diffraction efficiency of 

this grating is maximum (for a high-efficiency grating). When off Bragg condition, 

the efficiency is reduced. 

Consider a substrate-mode hologram formed with a reconstruction beam 

at 0° to the substrate normal. Fig. 4.9 and 4.10 show the Bragg angle shift and 

the degradation in the diffraction efficiency with emulsion thickness changes for 

designing a SMH without considering this thickness change. In these examples, Ar 

= 780 nm, do = 13 p.m, Orl = 0°, and Or2 = 42° in Fig. 4.1O(a) or 45° in fig. 4.10(b) 

when 6.d = O. The results show that if the emulsion thickness change is not 

appropriately considered during design, the efficiency will be seriously degraded. 

This effect can be compensated by offsetting the grating vector so that the emulsion 
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change will rotate the desired orientation. The combined effects of average refrac

tive index and thickness change which account for this rotation can be quantified 

by measuring the change of the reconstruction Bragg angle for a fixed hologram 

material and processing chemistry. The effective thickness change (which includes 

changes of the average refractive index) is then calculated using Eqs. (4.3)-(4.6), 

(4.10) and (4.11). This value is used to design the desired grating. 

Based on Eqs. (4.3)-(4.6), (4.10) and (4.11) the construction parameters for 

a desired reconstruction condition and a specific emulsion thickness change can be 

solved. In our substrate-mode hologram structure, the beam angle (Jrl of l£rl is 

0°, and the beam angle (Jr2 of l£r2 in the hologram medium is greater than the 

critical angle (Jerit at the film-air interface. For a grating formed in dichromated 

gelatin material a typical value of the average refractive index is 1.56 and the 

critical angle at the film-air interface is about 40°. The construction angles (Oel 

and (Je2) in this material for different reconstruction-to-construction wavelength 

. ratios (>'.r/>'e) and thickness change ratios (6d/do) with Or2 = 42° and 45° are then 

calculated and shown in Fig. 4.11. These figures show that when the reconstruction

to-construction wavelength ratio increases, (Je2 decreases. When the wavelength 

ratio is high enough, (Je2 < (Jerit. Although (Jel correspondingly increases, the value 

of (Jel is still very small, which is much smaller than the critical angle. In this case, 

the element can be formed with two free-space input beams. For example, if 
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6d/ do = 20% and a reconstruction-to-construction wavelength ratio greater than 

1.40 , the element can be formed with two free-space input beams producing a 

diffracted angle within the emulsion (Jr2 = 42°. Similarly, when 6d/ do = 20% and 

>"r/>"c ~ 1.70, the diffracted angle (Jr2 = 45°. 

4.6 Angular Sensitivity Consideration 

Substrate-mode HOEs can reduce alignment and chromatic sensitivity of the 

image position and size to improve the overall system performance as discussed in 

Sections 4.1-4.3. In this section, the angular alignment sensitivity of the diffraction 

efficiency for these elements will be investigated. 

From Eqs. (4.12)-(4.14) and Fig. 4.10 it can be seen that at the Bragg 

condition e = 0, the diffraction efficiency (7]) can reache a maximum value of 100% 

When the reconstruction is not at the Bragg angle due to angular misalignment 

or wavelength deviation, e is no longer equal to zero and the efficiency is reduced. 

The degradation in efficiency due to these differences depends on the value of e/v 

as shown in Eq. (4.12). Therefore, if the value of v is increased, the effect of 

changes in e can be reduced, and the misalignment and chromatic sensitivity of 

the diffraction efficiency can be improved. Another condition for high-efficiency at 

the Bragg angle is that II = (m+ !)1rj m = 1, 2, ... To achieve this requirement for 

a desired reconstruction condition, nl and d can be suitably increased as shown in 

Eq. (4.13). 
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For the example with (Jrl = 0° and (Jr2 = 42° in Fig. 4.lO(a), nl is 0.026 for 

the first peak of the efficiency characteristics, i.e. II = i1l", and 0.078 for the second 

peak, i.e. II = t1l", with d = 13Jlm. Similarly, for the example with (Jrl = 0° and 

(Jr2 = 45° in Fig. 4.10(b), nl is 0.025 for the first peak (II = t1l") and 0.076 for the 

second peak (II = t1l"). For DCG holograms, these index modulation values can be 

achieved, and the calculated efficiency for these two cases as a function of variation 

in the reconstruction angle are illustrated in Fig. 4.12 for comparison. The results 

show that the FWHM (full angular width of the efficiency at half maximum) is 

much broader with a larger value of nl, and the misalignment sensitivity can be 

significantly reduced. In normal reconstruction conditions, wavelength deviations 

produce small changes in the efficiency characteristics. For example, the wavelength 

variation of a typical 780-nm laser diode is about 2 nm when its temperature varies 

by lOoC. In this wavelength range, deviation from the Bragg angle is negligible, 

and the effect on the efficiency or the diffracted angle is insignificant when the 

reconstruction angle is fixed. Therefore, only a small improvement in chromatic 

sensitivity of the grating is realized by using a higher index modulation. 

4.7 Experimental Results for Substrate-Mode Holograms 

In our experiments, dichromated gelatin (DCG) material is used for making 

our substrate-mode HOEs. This material has many good holographic properties to 

form HOEs, such as very low scattering noise, negligible absorbtion, large refractive 
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index modulation, and high resolution [50]-[53]. Our DCG emulsions were prepared 

from Kodak 649F photographic plates and processed using the simplified procedure 

(Appendix D) presented by Georgekutty and Liu [54]. A series of substrate-mode 

HOEs were fabricated and characterized at 780-nm wavelength operation. The 

effective thickness change is related the concentration of ammonium-dichromate 

solution in sensitization processing [S2]. In our process the effective thickness 

increase was controlled at 20% and 2% for 5% and 10% concentrations respectively. 

Substrate-mode holograms designed for 8rl = 0° and 8r2 = 42° in the 

medium at 780-nm operation were formed at 488 and 514.5-nm wavelengths by an 

Argon laser. The reconstruction-to-recording wavelength ratios for 488 and 514.5-

nm recording were 1.598 and 1.516 respectively, and gratings can be formed with 

two free-space input beams as shown in Fig. 4.11, i.e. 8el and 8e2 are smaller than 

the critical angle at the medium-air interface (8erit = 40°). Fig. 4.13(a) shows 

the experimental diffraction efficiency vs exposure energy recorded at these two 

wavelengths. It is shown that DCG is more sensitive to 488-nm light [53] and high 

efficiency (>90%) elements could be formed with smaller angles of incidence to the 

substrate. For 8rl = 0° and 8r2 = 45°, elements were formed at 488-nm, and the 

experimental diffraction efficiency vs exposure energy is illustrated in Fig. 4.13(b). 

It is shown that the efficiency of the elements reached two peaks (93.0% and 96.1 % 

for 8r2 = 42°, and 94.4% and 93.4% for 8r2 = 45°) at 70 and 180 mJ/cm2 when 

recorded at 488 nm. The measured angular sensitivity of the diffraction efficiency 
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for these high-efficiency elements with two different exposure energies are shown in 

Fig. 4.14. The results indicate that a higher index modulation element with 180 

mJ/cm2 exposure had a broader angular FWHM, which was greater than 5° for 

(Jr2 = 42°, compared to a value < 3° with a 70 mJ/cm2 exposure. With (Jr2 = 45°, 

the FWHM was 8° for 180-mJ/cm2 exposure, and 7° for 70 mJ/cm2 • This verified 

the presented idea in Section 4.6 that a high efficiency hologram with a high index 

modulation gives a broader angular bandwidth. These broader-FWHM elements 

can provide a larger angular range over which high efficiency is retained [56]. 

In addition to efficiency and angular selectivity, experiments were also per

formed to assess the quality of the wavefront propagating through the substrate 

and methods for cascaded holograms. In our experiments, cascaded elements were 

made on the same film plate to obtain the same effects from processing on both 

input and output couplers. Fig. 15(a) shows the geometry for investigating the 

quality of the wavefront propagating through a cascaded substrate-mode planar 

grating pair. Fig. 15(b) shows the image of an Air-Force Resolution Chart illu

minated by the output beam and viewed through a CCD camera. The lateral 

translation distance was 1 cm, and the propagation distance in the z-direction was 

15 cm. The smallest resolution pattern (",,2.2-J.lm line widths and spacings) was dis

tinguishable, and indicates that the wavefront was not degraded at this resolution 

value by transmission through the substrate [55], [56]. Planar multiplexed 
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Fig. 4.16 Reconstructed image from two sandwiched neG multiplexed holo
grams. (a) Reconstruction geometry. (b) Reconstructed image. 
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gratings were investigated [57], [58]. Two sandwiched multiplexed gratings were 

formed in DCG material and combined as shown in Fig. 4.16(a). The image is 

shown in Fig. 4.16(b). The efficiency of the input coupling grating is very high 

so that the zeroth order transmission is invisible. The lateral propagation for this 

element is 2 cm. Output couplers were not optimized for both s- and p-polarized 

fields, and caused the non-uniformity of output image beams. 

Fig. 4.17 shows the image reconstructed from a substrate-mode grating pair 

with an output focusing element. At Bragg reconstruction, the efficiency of the 

input coupler is very high (>95%) so that the zeroth order transmission is invisible. 

The lateral propagation distance is 2 cm and the focal length is 1.5 cm. This 

hologram demonstrates that a high-efficiency cascaded substrate-mode focusing 

element is possible. An illustration of chromatic dispersion compensation by using 

a substrate-mode grating pair was also verified. Fig. 4.18 shows the images from the 

grating pair in Fig. 4.17 at three different temperatures of the laser diode with the 

same optical output power: (a) 15°C, (b) 25°C, and (c) 35°C. Tapes on the monitor 

screen of the CCD camera were used as reference lines. The images do not show 

any shift for this range of temperature variation. This chromatic compensation can 

improve overall interconnect system performance as discussed in Section 4.1 and 

4.2. 
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Fig. 4.17 Reconstructed image from a substrate-mode grating pair with an 
output focusing element. (a) Reconstruction geometry. (b) Recon
structed images at Bragg angle and off Bragg angle. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4.18 Reconstructed image from a substrate-mode grating pair with an out
put focusing element for different temperatures of light source. (a) 
15°C. (b) 25°C. (c) 35°C. 
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4.8 Two-Way Communications with Substrated-Mode Holograms 

In addition to optical signal distribution applications as shown in Fig. 4.7, 

substrate-mode holograms are very suitable for two-way communications by uti

lizing the reversible property of holograms. A typical example for board-to-board 

two-way communication systems is shown in Fig. 4.19(a). Two circuit boards are 

separated by a distance of h in the z-direction. The hologram plate is between two 

boards to provide optical interconnect function. On the same hologam film plane, 

input- and output-coupling substrate-mode holograms can be formed on specific 

areas with a mask or a translation stage (or even on the whole working area) as 

shown in the figure. Two processors (or one processor and one memory) on two 

different boards have a lateral separation of 1 in the x-direction to communicate. 

An optical transmitter and receiver on each board are separated with a distance 

of w in the y-direction. 

In this structure, optical signals from the transmitter on Board 1 are nor

mally incident to the input-coupling SMH on Section A (Fig. 4.19(b». This beam 

is diffracted at an angle satisfing the total internal reflection condition, propagates 

through the substrate to the designated output-coupling SMH, and coupled out to 

the receiver on Board 2. On Section B of the hologram plate, optical signals from 
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Fig. 4.19 Board-to-board two-way communications with SMHs. (a) Structure. 
(b) Cross sections of hologam substrates to show beam propagation 
paths. 
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transmitters on Board 2, follow the opposite direction as shown in Fig. 4.19(b), 

and are coupled to the receivers on Board 1. 

This structure has several a.dvantages. First, input- and output-coupling 

elements are formed on the same film plate so that processing affects all holograms 

in the same way, which remains the same Bragg condition for all elements. Next, 

the separation w between optical transmitter and receiver, the separation 1 between 

connected processors, and the separation h between boards are independently ad

justable, which gives a flexible design for different system requirements. Also, all 

holograms formed on the same film plate simplifies the fabrication, and gives a very 

compact format to provide required functions and avoid long interconnection line 

along the back plane. 

The experiments for board-to-board two-way communications with sub

strate -mode holograms (Fig. 4.19) were performed by the setup shown in 

Fig. 4.20(a). A Liconix Diolite 800 Diode Laser System with a Sharp LT024MD 

AIGaAs laser diode was used as a light source operating at a wavelength of 780 

nm. The light output from this light source was split into two beams by a beam 

splitter and guided to apertures on two interconnected boards in the opposite di

rections. This was used to simulate different light sources on two boards. In this 

set-up, the separation w between the light and receiver on each board was 4 mm, 

the separation 1 between connected circuits was 8 mm, and the separation 
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Fig, 4.20 Experiments for board-to-board two-way communications. (a) Set
up. (b) Switching waveforms from receivers in two boards. 
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h between boards was 10 cm. The receivers on these two interconnected boards 

were Integrated Photo diode/Preamplifiers AOE1000D from Antel Optronics Inc. 

An HP 8161A Programmable Pulse Generator was used to modulate the diode 

laser system. The modulation period was 60 ns for a frequency of about 17 MHz. 

Fig. 4.20(b) shows the switching response of two receivers in two interconnected 

boards. To our knowledge, this is the first experiment to demonstrate two-way 

communications with holographic elements. The difference in the output voltage 

swing was due to the difference in light intensities of two beams, which resulted from 

the unequal beam split by the beam splitter. The speed limitations of our driving 

circuit of the laser diode system and receivers limited the operating frequency at 

about 17 MHz. When these systems are improved, higher-speed operation can be 

expected. The results demonstrate the feasibility of substrate-mode holographic 

interconnects for board-to-board two-way communications. 

4.9 Summary and Discussions 

Substrate-mode holograms for free-space interconnect applications are inves

tigated. These types of elements, which separate the functions of beam translation 

and imaging, are used to minimize image deviations of holographic elements from 

system misalignment and wavelength change due to temperature variation of the 

light source, and thus reduce the required photo detector dimension and improve 

the overall system performance. Shorter wavelength recording techniques with the 
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effect of emulsion thickness change during processing are presented, which simplify 

the fabrication of these elements. The method to increase the angular FWHM (full 

width at half maximum) of the efficiency for these elements are also presented. 

Using nCG (dichromated gelatin) processiug, high-efficiency (> 90%) and broad 

angular FWHM (> 8°) were fabricated. Chromatic compensation using substrate

mode type of grating pair was verified. Experiments for board-to-board two way 

communications with substrate-mode holograms were also demonstrated. The re

sults indicate that substrate-mode holograms are suitable for high-performance 

optical interconnect applications. 

In optical technologies for optical interconnect applications, holographic el

ements are investigated. In order to reduce the required photodetector dimension 

and improver the overall system performance, the requirements to minimize im

age deviations of holographic elements from system misalignment and wavelength 

change due to temperature ariation of the light source are discussed. A substrate

mode type of holograms are presented to meet these requirements. Simple record

ing techniques with shorter wavelength construction are also presented. Dichro

mated gelatin (nCG) processing were characterized and different combinations 

of nCG substrate-mode holograms were fabricated and component characteristics 

were investigated. Experiments for board-to-board two-way communications with 

substrate-mode holograms were also demonstrated. Theoretical and experimental 
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results show that high-perfonnance substrate-mode holograms can be made and 

these elements can provide high-perfonnance optical interconnect applications. 

-----~-~- .. -.-~ -~- ------~-.. ---.' ._-_ ... _-
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CHAPTER 5 

POLARIZATION-SELECTIVE SUBSTRATE-MODE HOLOGRAMS 

5.1 Polarization Properities of Substrate-Mode Holograms 

Assume that the grating vector K lies within the x-z plane and the polar-

ization is either perpendicular (s) or parallel (p) to this plane as shown in Fig. 5.1. 

For the case of a sinusoidal phase grating reconstructed at the Bragg condition, 

the coupled wave equations describing the amplitudes of the diffracted, S(z), and 

reconstruction, R( z), fields are [49] 

(5.1) 

and 

(5.2) 

where CR and cs are geometrical obliquity factors, and "'s,p are the coupling coeffi-

cients for s- and p-polarized reconstruction beams. When the reconstruction beam 

is polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s-polarization) the coupling 

coefficient is 

(5.3) 

and for a p-polarized reconstruction beam 

(5.4) 
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Fig. 5.1 Hologram geometry showing the plane of incidence and s- and p- po
larizations. 
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where A is the reconstruction wavelength in air, nl is the amplitude ofthe refractive 

index modulation, and rPd is angle between the incident and diffracted beams. The 

diffraction efficiency, which is defined by 

_ Icsl SS· 
TJ = -;;; RR. ' (5.5) 

can then be determined by solving these expressions for S and R at the boundary 

of interest. For a transmission type of phase grating with the medium thickness of 

d, the diffraction efficiencies of s- and p-polarization fields, TJB and 7Jp, are given by 

[49] 

(5.6) 

where VB,p is defined by 

(5.7) 

The relation between the efficiencies of s- and p-polarization fields is then dependent 

5.2 Polarization-selective Substrate-Mode Holograms 

Consider a grating with a reconstruction beam incident at 45 0 to the nor-

mal and a diffracted beam at a -450 angle to the normal within the emulsion as 

illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Using an average refractive index of 1.54 and a thickness of 

13 Jim for the hologram medium and a reconstruction wavelength at 780 nm, the 

diffraction efficiencies for s- and p-polarized reconstruction beams are shown 
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in Fig. 5.2. The efficiency for the p-polarized beam is zero for all values of index 

modulation, since Kp = 0 with rPd = 90° as predicted with Eq. (5.4). When nl is 

0.018, 0.053, or 0.088, the efficiency for the s-polarized beam is high (theoretically 

100%), and the hologram acts as a highly polarization-selective beam splitter [59], 

[60]. 

Because the incident angle of the reconstruction beam for the polarization

selective component is greater than the critical angle, a suitable element. to couple 

light into the substrate at this angle is required. The substrate-mode hologram 

with Orl = 0°, and Or2 = 45° designed in Chapter 4 satisfies this requirement. 

Fig. 5.3 shows the resulting efficiencies for s- and p- diffracted fields as a function 

of increasing index modulation. A condition for high and equal s- and p- efficien

cies exists. In this case the efficiency for both states of polarized light is 93% when 

the index modulation is 0.029. An element designed with these parameters serves 

as a non-selective input coupler which allows a normally incident beam with dif

ferent states of polarization to enter the substrate beyond the critical angle and 

propagate in the same direction. This component can also serve as a non-selective 

output coupler to couple the diffracted beam out of the substrate. These two com

ponents, the polarization-selective and non-selective SMHs, can be combined to 

form a polarization-switching element with an arrangement as shown in Fig. 5.4. 
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Fig. 5.2 Calculated diffraction efficiencies for s- and p-polarized fields vs index 
modulation for a highly polarization-selective hologram. 
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In this figure, holograms HI'S are non-selective elements, and H2 is a polarization

selective element. This device can be used for optical switching nodes in a reversible 

interconnect network, which will be discussed in more detail in Sections 5.4. 

5.3 Experimental Results 

In our experiments, the same DCG material and processing as in chapter 4 

were used to make polarization-selective elements. The recording wavelength is 488 

nm, and the reconstruction wavelength is 780 nm. The average rdradive index of 

the medium is assumed 1.56 at 488 nm, and 1.54 at 780 nm. In order to have a 

Bragg condition with a +450 reconstruction beam angle and a -450 image beam 

angle within the medium at 780-nm wavelength, the grating is unslanted with a 

spatial frequency of 28281ines/mm. This grating can be formed with two free-space 

input beams at 488-nm wavelength with construction interferencing beam angles 

in air of ±42.94°. In practical situations, experiments for different construction 

conditions: ±43.5°, ±43°, ±42°, and ±41° in air were fabricated and the best 

hologram was obtained from the group with construction angles of ±41°. The 

experimental diffraction efficiencies for s- and p-polarization fields are illustrated 

in Fig. 5.5, where the difference between experimental and idealized results is due 

to the difference between the assumed and actual values for the average refractive 

index With an exposure of 50 mJ/cm2, T/IJ = 87.6%, rlJ = 9.6%, and the contrast is 

9.1:1 for s-field reconstruction; and T/p = 1.3%, rp = 92.6%, resulting in 
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Fig. 5.5 Experimental diffraction efficiencies for s- and p-polarized fields for a 
highly polarization-selective hologram. 
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a contrast ratio of 1:71 for the p-polarized reconstruction beam (TII,p represents the 

power ratio of the zeroth order transmission for s- or p- field). When the exposure 

is increased to 70 mJ/cm2 , 'r/II = 83.5%,TII = 11.6%, for a contrast ratio of 7.2:1 

for the s-polarized beam; and 'r/p = 0.4%, Tp = 90.6%, for a contrast ratio of 1:227 

for the p-polarized beam. Although the results are not ideal, it demonstrates that 

high polarization-selective elements can be made by this holographic structure. It 

is also shown that the contrast is mainly limited by the diffraction efficiency of 

the s-polarized beam. In order to have better contrast for both diffracted and 

transmission channels, the key issue is to improve the s- efficiency of the selective 

element. 

Non-selective input and output couplers were also formed in DCG material. 

The design and fabrication of this hologram were discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

High and equal efficiencies for s- and p-polarization fields were obtained as shown in 

Fig. 5.6. This element has very high efficiencies at the peaks for both polarizations 

('r/8 = 94.4% and 'r/p = 93.4%), and angular bandwidths are broad enough for both 

fields, so that high and equal s- and p- efficiencies ('r/II = 'r/p = 85%) are obtained 

at the same normally incident reconstruction angle. 

Switching experiments were also performed using the polarization-selective 

substrate-mode element shown in Fig. 5.4 in conjunction with a ferroelectric liquid 

crystal (FLC) at the input to control the state of field polarization as shown in 

Fig. 5.7(a) [61]. The FLC device we used is PV050-0EM from Display tech Inc. 
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This FLC was modulated by a bi-polar switching waveform with a peak voltage 

of 15 V and, a steady-state voltage of 5 V shown in Fig. 5. 7( a). The response of 

receivers in two channels are shown in Fig. 5. 7(b). The results demonstrate the 

switching function of this element, which can be used in reconfigurable interconnect 

networks as discussed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. 

5.4 Reversible Optical Nodes with Polarization-Selective SMHs 

In interconnect systems, the communication paths must be reversible. Many 

tw-sided multistage networks are base on interchange boxes, which are four-channel 

nodes providing the simultaneous passage of two direct or crossed paths shown in 

Fig. 5.8(a) [62]. A typical optical interchange box node with the symmetrical 

element shown in Fig. 5.8(b) preserves the switching and reversibility features. 

Basically, this node includes a polarization-beam splitter cube and two halfwave 

plates at the input and output faces with the same state. The halfwave plates 

are ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs) or other similar devices, which are used 

to control the beam polarization st.ate by electrical or optical signals and control 

the connection paths [63], [64]. When the halfwave plates are active, the beam 

polarization state is rotated by 90°; when the halfwave plates are inactive, the 

beam polarization state does not change. Since both halfwave plates at the input 

and output have the same states, the polarization states of the output beams remain 

the same as the input beams. In this reversible optical node, the polarization-beam 
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splitter cube can be replaced by our polarization-selective substrate-mode-hologram 

as shown in Fig. 5.8(c). The incident beam with s- or p-polarization illuminates 

non-selective hologram HI and is diffracted to polarization-selective hologram H2 • 

The s-polarized beam is then diffracted by hologram H2 and the p-polarized beam 

passes through this hologram. Finally, both beams are coupled out by hologram HI. 

This type of reversible node allows the incident beam to pass "Straight" through 

the cell or to "Swap" with the other incident beam as shown in Fig. 5.8(a). The 

corresponding connection states are also listed in Table 5.1. These symmetrical 

optical interchange box nodes can be used in two-sided multistage networks [62]. 

TABLE 5.1 Connection States of the Reversible Optical Node in Fig. 5.8 

Connection Field Halfwave Switching Switching 
Channels Polarization Plates Function State 
0~2 

1~3 s Inactive Straight 0 
0~3 

1~2 s Active Swap 1 
0~3 

1~2 P Inactive Swap 2 
0~2 

1~3 p Active Straight 3 

.-. represents a reversible connection. 

5.5 Summary and Discussion 

Polarization-dependent diffraction efficiency of a grating is studied with well-

developed analysis in detail. With the special structure of substrate-mode 
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holograms, a highly polarization-selective element based on the polarization char

acteristics of a grating is investigated. To fonn a complete functional polarization

selective element, the requirements and basic structure are discussed. Using neG 

processing and shorter wavelength recording techniques, good polarization-selective 

elements were fabricated. The switching characteristic of this element by modulat

ing a ferroelectric liquid crystal to control the polarization state of the input field 

was demonstrated. Using this element in a reversible optical node is also described. 

--- ---~-~-.- --.-.-----.------.---~~------. ,--._._--
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Summary of Contributions 

This work examined CMOS receivers and substrate-mode type holograms 

for optical interconnect applications. In Chapter 2 the switching characteristics of 

two basic CMOS receivers without a gain stage, saturation load and low-impedance 

load configurations, which require only one photodetector to receive optical signals 

and one transistor to provide a desired bias, are studied. The low-impedance load 

configuration was shown to improve the speed of response by one order of mag

nitude. The optimization and various characteristics of this receiver are discussed 

in detail. SPICE simulation results for design examples are given. Experiments 

with discrete components were performed and verified the design performance of 

these receivers. Results demonstrate that this low-impedance CMOS compatible 

receivers can operate at high-frequencies with reasonable optical input power, and 

are suitable for optical interconnect applications in computing systems. However, 

the fan-out ability to distribute a signal at a specific operating frequency is limited 

by the optical output power of the light source and the optical efficiency of the 

interconnect system. 
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In Chapter 3 the basic low-impedance CMOS receiver is extended with a 

simple gain stage to improve the fan-out of an optical interconnect system. This 

gain stage consists of a few elements without significantly increasing complexity 

of the receivers. SPICE simulations and experiments using discrete components 

verified the performance of this receiver, which improves fan-out by one order of 

magnitude for a fixed operating frequency over the simple low-impedance load 

design. 

In chapter 4 substrate-mode holograms for free-space interconnect applica

tions are investigated. These elements separate the functions of beam translation 

and imaging. They minimize image deviations of holographic elements resulting 

from system misalignment and wavelength variations of the light source. These 

improvements reduce the required photodetector dimension and improve the over

all system performance. Methods for designing and fabricating these elements at 

wavelengths different from the reconstruction wavelength, and with material thick

ness changes during processing are presented. A technique to increase the angular 

bandwidth of the efficiency characteristic is presented. Experimental gratings were 

formed in nCG (dichromated gelatin) with high-efficiency (> 90%) and broad 

angular bandwidth (> 8° FWHM ). Chromatic compensation for image degra

dation using a substrate-mode grating pair was verified. Finally, a experiment 

for board-to-board two-way communications with substrate-mode holograms was 
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demonstrated. The results indicate that substrate-mode holograms are suitable for 

high-performance optical interconnect applications. 

In chapter 5 highly polarization-selective substrate-mode holograms were 

investigated and fabricated. An optical beam was rerouted by modulating a ferro

electric liquid crystal to control the polarization state of an input field, and may 

be used for reconfigurable interconnects. 

6.2 Future W'ork 

A number of areas examined during this study should be carried further. 

The CMOS receivers designed in Chapter 2 and 3 should be fabricated in an in

tegrated form and high-frequency operation with these receivers should be inves

tigated. In addition, the maximum gain and speed sensitivity to processing pa

rameters and optical input power for the receiver with a gain stage discussed in 

Chapter 3 should be studied further. 

In this study, substrate-mode holograms with limited fan-out were exam

ined. The investigation of fan-out limitation for these elements would be valuable. 

Optical interconnect experiments with these elements should be performed at a 

higer frequency (> 100 MHz) to evaluate the limitation of substrate-mode holo

graphic interconnects under different conditions such as misalignment and chro

matic variation of the light source. This high-frequency (> 100 MHz) operation 

requires more sensitive equipments. Finally, the contrast of output signals for 
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polarization-selective substrate-mode holograms must be improved with good pro

cessing control in order to make them useful for reconfigurable interconnect sys

tems. 
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APPENDIX A 

OPTIMIZATION OF AN OPTICAL RECEIVER 

Define the total switching time (Ttot ) as the sum ofthe rise time (tr) and the 

fall time (t/). For an optical receiver shown in Fig. 3.1 with a photo current (Iph), 

the optimum condition occurs when the total switching time (T tot ) is minimized, 

which results in the maximum system operating frequency. The rise and fall times 

are defined as the time required for the output to increase and decrease by 90% 

of the full logic swing during the ON and OFF states (i.e. light ON, light OFF), 

respectively. Therefore, during a rise or fall time, the output voltage change (!:::,. V) 

is the same (90% of the full logic swing), and thus the change in charge (!:::"Q) of 

the capacitance is the same, and is given by 

(A.1) 

For an average load current h, the average charging current during the ON state 

is Iph-h, and the average discharging current during the OFF state is h. The 

total switching time (T tot ) is then given by 

!:::"Q !:::"Q 
Ttot = tr + t / = + ---. 

[ph -h h 

To minimize T tot with a fixed Iph' the following condition must be satisfied: 

dT:.ot = o. 
dh 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 
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Solving Eq. A.3 gives 

(A.4) 

For the condition given by Eq. A.4, the average charging current Iph-h and the 

average discharging current h are equal, and thus the rise and fall times are equal-

ized. This shows that minimizing the total switching time to optimize an optical 

receiver is equivalent to equalizing the rise and fall times. If the rise and fall times 

of an optical receiver can not be equalized, then the photo current is not efficiently 

utilized and the high-speed circuit operation degrades. 

---~-~-.--~- .. -~.-. -- --_._--_.-----. .-----.,~--
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APPENDIX B 

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF A SAURATION LOAD 

CMOS OPTICAL RECEIVER (V GS = VDS = Yo) 

The circuit is shown in Fig. 3.2, and all parameters are defined in Sec-

tion. 3.2.1. For this configuration, VoL = VT, and VoH = VT+Vm(VDD-VT) ~ 

V DD for m ~ 1 or VoH ~ V DD for m > 1 as discussed in Section 3.2.1. 

B.l m ~ 1 (Jph ~ IDS) 

(i) Rise Time: 

Suppose the light pulse is turned on at the time t = 0, and the initial output 

state is VoL = V T, then the relation between the output voltage Vo ( t) and the time 

t can be obtained from the following derivation: 

[CT{t) = CT dVo(t) = [ph - [D{t) = [ph - k [Vo(t) - VTJ2 , (B.1) 
dt 2 

t = dt' = T 0 i t iv.(t) C dV, (t') 

o V.(O) [ph - k[Vo(t') - VT]2 /2 

=Vm(1- VT )Tln[Vm(VDD-VT)+(Vo(t)-VT)], (B.2) 
2 VDD Vm(VDD - VT) - (Vo(t) - VT) 
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and 

Vo(t) = VT + v'ni(VDD _ VT){ 1- exp[ '7ni'(1-f,/VDD)T]}, (B.3) 
1 + exp[ '7ni'(l-VrIVDD)T] 

where m and T are defined by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3), respectively. 

Therefore, the rise time tr required to charge Vo(t) from VT to 0.9VoH can 

be solved from Eq. (B.2) and is given by 

tr = v'ni (1 _ VT )Tln[v'ni(VDD - VT) + (0.9VoH - VT») 
2 VDD vm(VDD - VT) - (0.9VoH - VT) 

= Vm(l_ VT )Tln[19Vm(VDD - VT) - VT ), 
2 VDD vm(VDD - VT) + VT 

(B.4) 

where VoH = VT+vm(VDD-VT). 

(ii) Fall Time: 

Suppose the light pulse is turned off at the time t = 0, and the initial output 

state is V oH, then the relation between the output voltage Vo( t) and the time t 

can be obt.ained from a derivation similar t.o case (i) with Iph = 0: 

t = dt' = T 0 i t lVo(t) C dV, (t') 

o Vo(O) -k[Vo(t') - VT]2 /2 

= v'ni(1- VT )T[vm(VDD - VT) -1], 
VDD Vo(t) - VT 

(B.5) 
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and 

VoH - VT 01i(VDD - VT) 
Vo(t) = VT + k(VoH-Vr> = VT + 1 t • (B.6) 

1 + 2CT t + Jiji'(l-VT/VDD)T 

Therefore, the fall time tf for Vo(t)to drop from VoH to VT+O.l(VoH-VT) 

can be solved from Eq. (B.5) and is given by 

B.2 m > 1 (Iph >IDs) 

c: VT 
tf = 9v m(l- -Vi )T, 

DD 
(B.7) 

The relation between the output voltage and the rise or fall time is similar 

to the case for m ~ 1 in B.l except that VoH ~ VDD. 

(i) Rise Time: 

The rise time tr for Vo(t) to charge from VT to O.9VDD can be solved from 

Eq. (B.2) with VoCt) given by V DD, and is 

(ii) Fall Time: 

Substituting VoH to Eqs. (B.5) and (B.6) in B.l with V DD yields 

CT [1 1] 
t = k/2 Vo(t) - VT - VDD - VT 

= m(l- VT )T[VDD - VT -1], 
VDD Vo(t) - VT 

(B.9) 
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and 

VDD - VT VDD - VT 
Vo(t) = VT + k(VDD-Vr ) = VT + 1 t • 

1 + 2Cr t + m(l-Vr/VDD)T 
(B.lO) 

Therefore, the fall time tf for Vo(t) to drop from V DD to VT+O.1(V DD-VT) 

can be solved from Eq. (B.9), and is 

VT 
tf = 9m(1- v:- )T. 

I'DD 
(B.ll) 
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APPENDIX C 

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF A LOW-IMPEDANCE 

CMOS OPTICAL RECEIVER (VGS = Voo, Vos = Yo) 

The circuit is shown in Fig. 3.4, and all parameters are defined in Sec-

tion.3.2.2. For this configuration, VoL = 0 V, and VoH = (1-"'1- m)VDss ~ 

V DSS for m ~ 1 or VoH ~ V DD for m > 1 as discussed in Section 3.2.2. The drain 

saturation voltage is V DSS = V GS-V T = V DD-V T, and the drain saturation 

current is IDs = kVbss/2. 

C.l m ~ 1 (Iph ~ IDS) 

In this case, since VoH ~ V DSS, the transistor operates in the triode region, 

and the drain current is 

(C.1) 

(i) Rise Time: 

Suppose the light pulse is turned on at the time t = 0, and the initial output 

state is VoL = 0 V, then the relation between the output voltage Vo(t) and the 

time t can be obtained from the following derivation: 

dVo(t) V;(t) 
ICT(t) = CT--;[t = Iph - ID(t) = k[VDSSVo(t) - -2-]' (C.2) 
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t = dt' = T 0 lo
t jVo(t) C dV, (t') 

o Vo(o) Iph - k[VDSSVo(t') - V~(t')/2] 

CT rVo(t) dVo(t') 

= k/2 Jov (2Iph/k) - 2VDSSVo(t') + V~(t') 

CT LVo(t) dVo(t') 
- - (C.3) 
- k/2 OV [VDSS - Vo(t'»)2 - (VI3ss - 2Iph/k )" 

when m <1, i.e. Iph < IDs, Eq. (C.3) becomes 

t = m (1 _ VT )Tln{ (1- vT=Tn)[1 - Vo(t)/VDSS + v'f=71i]}, (CA) 
2Jl - m VDD (1 + Jl - m)[1 - Vo(t)/VDSS - Jl - m] 

and the output is 

{ 1-exp[ m(1
2
:6!jiW)TJ}mVDSS v: (t) = T DD • (C.5) 

o (1 + Jl- m) - (1- Jl- m)exp [- m(l~~D)T] 

Therefore, the rise time tr for Vo(t) to charge from 0 V to O.9VoH can be solved 

from Eq. (CA), and is 

tr = m (1 _ VT )Tln (1 + 19.Jf=77i"). (C.6) 
2Jl-m VDD I+Jl-m 

When m = 1, i.e. Iph = IDS, VoH = VDSS, Eq. (C.3) becomes 

(C.7) 
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and the output is 

(C.S) 

Therefore, the rise time tr for V o( t) to charge from 0 V to O.9V DSS can be solved 

from Eq. (C.7), and is 

VT 
tr = 9(1- U-)T. 

YDD 
(C.9) 

(ii) Fall Time: 

Suppose the light pulse is turned off at the time t = 0, and the initial output 

state is VoH, then the relation between the output voltage Vo(t) and the time t 

can be obtained from the derivation similar to Eq. (C.3) with Iph = 0: 

t = dt' = T 0 l t lVo(t) C dV. (t') 
o Vo(O) -k[VDSSVo(t') - Vo2(t')/2] 

= ~(1 _ VT )Tln{ [2VDSS - Vo(t)]VOH} 
2 VDD (2VDSS - VoH )Vo(t) 

= ~(1 _ VT )Tln{ [2VDSS -1] (1 - vr=rn)} 
2 VDD Vo(t) (1 + VI - m) , 

(C.lO) 
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and 

(C.ll) 

Therefore, the fall time t/ for Vo(t) to drop from VoH to O.IVoH can be solved 

from Eq. (C.lO), and is 

t/= m(l_ VT )Tln(19+vr=m). 
2 VDD 1 + VI - m 

(C.12) 

C.2 m > 1 (Iph > IDS) 

(i) Rise Time: 

Suppose the light pulse is turned on at the time t = 0, and the initial 

output state is VoL = 0 V, then the output starts at 0 V and changes to VoH as 

the capacitance is charged 

When Vo(t) $ VDSS, the transistor operates in the triode region, and the 

relation between the output voltage V o( t) and the time t can be obtained from the 

derivation similar to Eq. (C.3) in C.l except for m > 1: 

t--I.. 0 
C l Vo (t) dV, (t') 

- k/2 ov (2Iph/k) - 2VDSSVo(t') + Vo2(t') 

mVDSS C t -1 { Vo(t)/v'tn=l f' - Tan - vm -llph VDSS + [VDSS - Vo(t)JI(m -1) 
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= m (1- VT )Ttan-I{ Vo(t)/v;n::l }, (C.13) vm -1 VDD VDSS + (VDSS - Vo(t)]/(m -1) 

and 

(C.14) 

The time trl for Vo(t) to charge from 0 V to VDSS is 

m VT -I( 1 ) 
trl = Jm=l(1 - y;-- )T tan rm=-r' m-l YDD m-l 

(C.15) 

When Vo(t) is charged to be greater than V DSS, the transistor operates in 

the saturation region, and the drain current is ID(t) = IDS. Here we use V DSS as 

the new initial state, i.e. Vo(O) = V DSS, then the output voltage Vo( t) is given by 

leTt (I ph - IDS)t VT 1 t 
Vo(t) = VDSS + -C = VDSS + C = VDD[(1 - y;--) + (1- - )T]' 

T T YDD m 

(C.16) 

The time tr2 for Vo(t) to be charged from VDSS to 0.9VDD can be solved from 

Eq. (C.16), and given by 

m VT 
tr2 = --1 (y;-- - O.I)T. 

m- YDD 

Therefore, the rise time for Vo to charge from 0 V to 0.9VDD is 

(C.17) 

m VT _11m VT 
tr = trl + tr2 = vrn=-r(I- y;-- )Ttan (v;n::l) + --1 (y;-- - O.I)T 

m - 1 Y DD m - 1 m - Y DD 

{ 
0.9 [1 1 1 1 ] ( VT )} = --+ tan- ( )--- 1--- mT. m - 1 vm - 1 vm - 1 m - 1 VDD 

(C.lS) 
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(ii) Fall Time: 

Suppose the light pulse is turned off at the time = 0, and the initial output 

state is V DD, then the output starts at V DD and approaches 0 V as the capacitance 

is discharged. 

When V o( t) is greater than V DSS, the transistor operates in the saturation 

region, and the drain current is ID(t) = IDS. The output voltage Vo(t) is then 

(C.19) 

and the time t /1 for V o( t) to drop from V DD to V DSS can be solved from 

Eq. (C.19), and given by 

VDSS VT 
t /1 = (1 - --)mT = -mT. 

VDD VDD 
(C.20) 

When Vo is smaller than V DSS, the transistor operates in the triode region 

again. Here, we use V DSS as the new initial state, i.e. Vo(O) = V DSS, then the 

relation between the output voltage V o( t) and the time t can be obtained from the 

derivation similar to Eq. (C.1O) in C.1(i) except for VoH given by V DSS and m > 

1: 

1t , CT lVo(t) dVo(t') 
t - dt - - -

- 0 - k/2 { VDSS [2VDSS - Vo(t')]Vo(t')} 

= ~(1- VT )Tln[2VDSS -1] 
2 VDD Vo(t) , 

(C.21) 
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and 

Vo(t) = 2VDSS
2 

• 

1 +exp[m(l-Vr}VDD)T] 
(C.22) 

The time tj2 for Vo to drop from VDssto O.lVDD can be solved from Eq. (C.21), 

and is given by 

tj2 = ~(1- VT )Tln(20VDSS -1) = ~(1- VT )Tln(19 _ 20 VT ). (C.23) 
2 VDD VDD 2 VDD VDD 

Therefore, the fall time for Vo(t) to drop from V DD to 0.1 V DD is 

(C.24) 
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SIMPLIFIED FABRICATION PROCEDURES OF DCG HOES 

WITH KODAK 649F PLATES 

1. Preprocessing (Room light) 

170 

[PI] Soak in Kodak rapid fixer with standard hardener concentration 

(3.25%) for 10-15 min. (100-ml Part A + 13-ml Part B-hardener 

+ Distilled water: Total solution = 400 ml) 

[P2] Wash in running water ( 20-25°C ) for a minimum of 15 min. 

[P3] Soak in hot water at 63°C (145°F) for 10 min. (with the heater at 

75°C) 

2. Sensitization (Dim red) 

[Sl] Soak in 5% Ammonium-dichromate solution (with 0.5% of Kodak 

Photoflo 200) for 5 min. (20-g Ammonium-Dichromate + 2-ml 

Photoflo + Distilled water: Total solution = 400 ml) 

[S2] Remove Ammonium-Dichromate from glass side of the plate by using 

wet wiper first and then dry wiper. 

[S3] Bake at 71 ± 5°C (160 ± 10°F) for 5-10 min. 

[S4] Keep plates in darkness for 3-24 hrs. 

3. Exposure (Dim red) 
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4. Development 

[Dl] Soak in 0.5% Ammonium-Dichromate solution for 5 min. (2-g 

Ammonium-Dichromate + Distilled water: Total solution = 400 

ml) (Dim red) 

[D2] Soak in fixer with standard hardener concentration (3.25%) for 5 min. 

(Dim red) 

[D3] Wash in running water for 5 min. (Room light) 

[D4] Dehydrate in 50:50 or 60:40 Isopropanol/Distilled water solution for 

3 min. and then wipe off back and edges. (Room light) 

[D5] Dehydrate in 100% Isopropanol for 3 min. (Vigorous agitation) 

(Room light) 

[D6] Bake at 71 ± 5°C (160 ± 10°F) for 10 min. (Room light) 

5. Assembly (Room light) 
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